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IMU graduates return to their alma mater
for jobs, remembering what the campus was
like when they were students.

Mothers and fathers storm the campus
during Parent's Weekend, filling seats
at various events.

Football overcomes an early 14-0 deficit to
beat the University of Rhode Island, 39-27,
in an Atlantic 10 Conference matchup.
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Action
Get your bands!
Monday, Nov. 3
Stop by the commons from II a.m to
2 pm. to fit your oranra band

Rapnmnothw also w*. btVidre;
thsm out OVouehout campui all weak.
Amrmattve Action/PrelercriliaJ
Treatment Panel*
Wednesday, Nov. 5

Over 4,000 bands to be handed out on commons
contributing writer
The OrangeBand Initiative will be recruiting new members and organizations to join
its movement in the next two weeks.
OrangeBand is a nonpartisan group that
seeks to bring awareness to various issues
so that students can develop informed
opinions and become more involved in
decision-making processes.
"The point is to begin to be aware, to educate yourself and become engaged in your
surrounding community and the world,"
said senior Amber Lautigar, head of the
OrangeBand advertising committee.
OrangeBand is working with, and still
seeking, several organizations to present discussion forums about diversity- at JMU,
health care in the United States, and the

Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
More than 4,000 orange bands and schedules will be handed out today and tomorrow
on the commons from 11 a.m. to 2 pjn. to
encourage involvement.
"People can take a band to represent an
issue they feelis important to raise awareness
about," said Kai Degner ('03), OrangeBand
president. "Then, when someone .»sks,
'Whafs your orange band,' you can make
them aware of what your issue is."
Organizations work with OrangeBand by
reserving a room and sponsoring a speaker,
panel or video. OrangeBand will help promote the event and help ensure different perspectives are presented at the forum, as well
as organizing a discussion for students.
Americans for Informed Democracy, a

3:30 - 5:30 pm. | Alaahany Room.
Cokea Cantar

A Look a! Hurtory In
the Middle East*
Thursday, Nov. 6
5-7pm.|ISATroom 136
Proa and Cons
of Universal Healthcare"
Monday, Nov. 10
630 - S pm I HHS room 1204

14.2003

What's your OrangeBand?
Tune and Location TBA
Stuo^nts. faculty and so* wslahare
dw OranraBand axpariancai and
look back on tha avanD of th« Bit
Why U.S.? film
Why US.I axplonat why tha Unitad
States Is a target for raee In tha word.
The fam remit US. and Arab vHwj
and parcaDOon* on American toreifn
policy and awanmsti of world luues.
Tuesday, Nov. 4 | 5 - MO pm.
BAT room 236

Wsdnaadsy, Nov. S | 5 - MO pm
HHS room 1302
Thursday, Nov. 4 I S - 6:30 pm.
Kaezat! Hall room G2
(AdKuatk^wSllolow)

Student Panel: JMU Culture* FrMsy,Nov.7|S-M0pm.
Monday, Nov. to ISAT room 236
8 - 10 pjn. I Grarton-StovalThaatna

Tuaaday, Nov. 11 I 5 - 6:30 pm.

Panel: JMU's Recruitment PoMcy* Tayter Hal room 405
Wedneaday, Nov. 12
4 pjn. I Grahon-StovslThaatra

ReHakm PanelWednesday, Nov. «
7-«pm.| LocationTBA
•wslnaii passports

Wsonaaday, Nov. 12 IS - 6:30 pm.
Taylor Hal room 302
ror a M tains of events and
oatenpoona MBC

www. iraneebatfj.org

set BAND, page 5
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Raising awareness

Sophomore Maajhan Vanovsr. wearing a pink Madison shirt, studies on tha Quad. The Zets Tau Alpha sorority sold about BOO pink shirts for Pink
Day last Thursday to honor Breast Cancer Awareness Week. Many students wore pink shirts on that day to raise swareness of breast cancer.

Florida inmate proxy runs in 5-K for Komen race
Runner enters race through letter after hearing about race in Runner's World magazine
BY KYRA PAPAPIL

senior writer
More than 500 runners
and walkers laced up for the
Zeta Tau Alpha 5-K for
Komen Saturday morning,
raising over $14,000 ovci tin
course of Breast Cancer
Awareness Week.
There were 368 prercgistra-

Mostly tunny
High:*)
law: 4»

Noi'ftiibri

OrangeBand working
to discuss diversity
BY AMANDA JONES

Today:

hons and all 500 of the race
numbers were given out,
according to senior Katie
CtJeman, co-chair of ZTA's
Breast Cancer Awareness Week.
Sophomore Ryan Carroll
won the race, running it in
under 17 minutes, according
to Coleman.
Though he was 779 miles
away, Washington Correctional

Institution inmate No. 089956,
Jim Deupree, pinned his race
number to the front of his shirt
Saturday morning to run in the
same race. At 9 a.m. — precisely when parents, students and
friends began at JMU — he
took to the track at the
Washington
Correctional
Institution in Chipley, Fla., to
proxy run a race of 72 quarter-

mile laps on an unpaved, dirt
ring in the prison yard.
Coleman first received correspondence from Deupree
Oct. 20. His three-page letter
requested a race number and
permission to participate in a
proxy run of the race.
"I just started crying when I
first read the letter to know that
our race had gotten to this per-

son in a correctional institute
and has touched him enough to
contact us," Coleman said.
In response to his letter, she
sent Deupree the racer No. 1
"because of the effort he'd gone
through to contact us."
The ZTA 5-K for Komen
was featured in Rurmrr's World
see KVNNER, pageS

Archery
star loses
bout with
cancer
BY TONI DUNCAN

news editor
The current national champion in archery, a JMU senior, died
last Monday after battling brain
cancer that spread to his spine.
Adam Wheatcroft, a sports
management major from
Clarkston, Mich., was a member of JMU's archery team
since his freshman year.
"Adam was the best person
in every way possible," said senior Megan Bowker, who has participated
in
archery
with
Wheatcroft
smo'tlwir <r.-U>man year. "He
was
funny,
thoughtful — ]
just an amazing
person
who
was so much
fun
to
be
around. He was WHEATCKOTT
one of my best
friends."
Senior Kelly Clark agreed.
"I've never met anyone more
admirable than him. Everything
he did, he did it well and to his
fullest," she said.
Wheatcroft's girlfriend, senior Erin Fitzgerald said, "He
always made everyone happy
no matter how he was feeling.
He had an amazing smile."
Wheatcroft had to leave
JMU in mid-October, according to Fitzgerald. "He wanted
to spend as much time here as
he could. He didn't even tell
his teachers (about his illness]
because he didn't want them
to pity him."
While at JMU, Wheatcroft
was the team captain for JMU's
archery team.
"He was a good example
for us," sophomore Andrew
Holben said "Adam was
probably the most incredible
.mher I have ever seen. He
could put 100 arrows in a hole
the size of a quarter."
Archery coach Bob Ryder
said, "Adam was determined to
be the best. This was a kid who
NSJtl to three different world
championships and won them.
That is an amazing feaL"
Wheatcroft was a three-time
All American and won the US.
Intercollegiate Championships
his freshman and junior year.
He
won
the
World
Championship in the individual competition in 2002 and led
the U.S. team that won the gold
medal at the world university
games in Thailand, according
to JMU sports media relations.
Despite all his accomplishments, friends said he was
always modest.
"He was consistent and
never bragged," Ryder said.
"If you somehow did beat
him, he would congratulate
you. If he won, he still made
you feel good. Either way, his
competitors always left with
their dignity intact.
"He was an inspiration to his
team — staying calm, cool and
collected," Ryder added. "He was
set ARCHER, page 5

Students research off-campus housing options
Area apartment property managers talk to prospective renters at fair
BY MACCIE MILLER

contributing writer

KEU.Y JASPER/«>u»' /*»»trar*"
Aahby crossing representatives dress up as characters from "The
Waard of Oz" to promote their theme, "No place Hks horns.

Property managers from
around the Harrisonburg area
gathered in the Transitions
room in Warren Hall for the Off
Campus Housing Fair, sponsored by Off Campus Life
Friday afternoon.
Tables were set up around
the room so students could talk
to different property managers
and pick up information on
each of the developments.
"October is our busiest

month because students are
thinking about where to live
next year," said Heather
Herrick, education coordinator
for Off Campus Life. "If s like
one-stop shopping — it's helpful for them to have everything
they need to do in one place."
In addition to the various living options. Dining Services
gave out free pizza while promoting the commuter meal
plan. Commonwealth One
Federal Credit Union representatives gave out free message
boards and offered financial

advice on living off campus.
"What we want to do is
make it so they have a variety of
options," Herrick said. "It helps
to narrow it down with everyone in the room."
Sophomore
Melissa
Claybrook said, "I like having the people |to talk to)
and the handouts with information on them "
Many property managers
were unsure about the amount
of housing available for 20O4-'O5
because renewal leases have not
been sent back from the people

currently living in the homes.
"They should get their
applications in as soon as possible, so when the availability
list comes out, they can be on
the top of the call list," said
Jennifer Amlacher, assistant
manager for Squire HillStudents don't need to
worry about furnishing their
future homes. A number of
places come furnished, and
some properties offer to furnish
them with a little extra added to
set HOUSING, page 5
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Delia Gamma raises money
Scholar prepares
lor changing work!

Monday, Now. 3

Wednesday, Nov. 5

l Kir. will hold A lecture on vegetarianism from 7 to 8 p.m.
For more information contact Brooke Thompson at x8-8734.

The Alternative Spring Break program will hold a domestic
trip information session in the Highlands Room of the
College Center at 8 p.m. For more information conl.ict
Jennifer Fornun at x8-3792.

OPINION

House cartoon
•House editorial
Darts and pats
Breeze reader's view
Breeze reader's view
Campus spotlight

The University Health Center
door was damaged Oct. 30.
The metal trim around the
double door glass was dented
severely and separated from the
door frame There also were
several gouges in the door
frame just below and to the right
of the lock cylinder.

Tuesday, Nov. 4
The Admissions Subcommittee of the JMU Presidential
Commission will hold an open forum on diversity in the graduate program in Taylor Hall, mom 402, from v to 1IM0 p.m. For
more information e-mail Michael Walsh at uulshmd.

Relay For Life will hold a meeting on the fourth floor of the
Rockingham Martial Center Cancer Center from 7 to 8 p.m.
For more information e-mail Allison at richaru.
The sign language club will meet in Zane Showker Hall,
room 242. at 7:30 p.m. For more information e-mail Maggie
Miller at millielme.

LEISURE
Crossword
Horoscopes

In other matters, campus police
report the following:
Property Damage
JMU staff reported damage to
the underside of a stairwell in
Hillside Hall between Oct. 28
and Oct 29. The painted surface
appeared to have been written
on with the flame from a lighter

FOCUS
Relurn to sender

STYLE

No ShameTheatre
Parent's Weekend entertainment
Noteworthy: Matt Nathanson
Halloween costumes

A JMU student reported damage
to the passenger side rear
bumper of a car on the fourth
level of the parking deck Oct. 29
between 7:30 and 9:15 am

SPORTS
Football: JMU defeats URI
Dukes swimmers lose to TCU
Soccer: Men upset ODU 3-2
Field Hockey defeated
by No. 3 Maryland

Submitting events to t
Events Calendar:
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WEATHER
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(we're looking for photos)
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Today
Mostly Sunny
High 80 Low 49
Thursday
Showers
70/50

Wednesday
Scattered Showers

Friday
Partly Cloudy

73/52

67/54
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01 Aneiony-Seeger Had
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-2.59

+ 3.14

dose: 2843 22

dose 1063 33

NASDAQ

S&PJMBI

-0.48

+ 3.77

dose: 1932.21

dose: 1050.71

James Madison University
Harnsonburg. Virginia 22807
ffijnj:(S48|565«127 Fas: 1540) 56M736
E-Mail address: tfie_ breereQlmu edu
Breeze Nat: htlp /fovtw thebneie 0>y
Bookkeeper
SueanSMM

Receptionist
Angje McWhoner

.SH04I
Opmon/Fccus «tV3846
Sports KM709
PnosyQrstNai ■B«74Q

Business/Technology
Coordinator
Donna Dunn

Before he settled on
the name Mark Twain,
Samuel Clemens published

Petty Larceny
A sign from the US Forestry
Service was stolen from C4 Lot
between Oct. 27 and Oct 29. The
sign contained pictures and wording about shrubs and pollution.

work under the names of:
Thomas Jefferson Snodgrass

Number ol drunk in public
charges since Aug. 25. 38

MISSION

The Breeze it published Monday and Thursday mornings and rMtJUMd
throughout James Madison university arW the local Hameonrjurg community.
Comments and complaints should be addressed to Drew Wison. editor

MARKET WATCH

of the Day

Sergeant Fathom
and W. Apaminondas
Adrastus Blab.

If you think you've got a greaf photo* or
photo idea lor page two. e-mail laura

Tuesday
Sunny
77/56

Harassing Phone Calls
A JMU student reported receiving
a harassing phone call in Eagle
Hall Oct 27 between 6 and 6:30
p.m.

Number ol parking tickets issued
between Aug. 25 and Oct 30:
9,763

ADVERTISING STAFF

The Breeze, the
student-run newspaper
of James Madison
University, serves student and (acuity readership by reporting
news involving the
campus and local
community. T7w
Breeze stnves to be
impartial and fair in its
reporting and firmly
believes in Us First
Amendment rights

Ads Manager
1,11.'I>n K ' I'lsk

Assistant Ads
Manager
MatlLastner

Advertising
Executives:
Jason Brown
Steve Doherty
RyanFagan
Elizabeth Mamner
Jessica Lapiene

Advertlslng
Designers:
Beverly Kitchens
Lisa Marietta
Joan Massaro
JtflM M MMH
Jess Woodward

CLASSIFIEDS
■ How to place a classified Come to
The Breeze office weekdays between 8
a.m. and 5 p m
■ Coat: S3 00 lor the first 10 words, $2
kyeacnaddrtwnal 10 words boxed
risei*id. $10 per column inch
■ Deadlnes noon Friday lor Monday
issue, noon Tuesday lor Thursday issue
■ Classifieds must be pad in advance
in The Breeze office

JeCe PenneyStvling Sal on
Valley Mall, Harrisonburg.Va

Offering 15/o Oil" all Salon Services
to JMU "Students and Faculty.

Radio Dispatched
Sarvlca to all major alrporta
Wheelchair accessible vehlel

Open 7 days, Bring your JMU ID!
Walk-ins Welocome
Not in conjunction with any other discounts

DR

Prompt, Courteous Service

540*432-0220

24 Hours a day. 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

Spring Break sound right about now??

REBUCK
llpl IIIIMl I INl

• Specializing in glasses, contacts including
colored contacts and bifocal contacts
• Exams for cataracts. Glaucoma, eye
disease and foreign bo« iv removi ii

OPEN TUE -SAT • WALK-INS WELCOMED
IM A JOHN WAYLANO HWY
BESIDE WAL-MART VISION CENTER ON il SOUTH

Ditch the book* and come party with Beach Lifelil

[Jamaica am ^
Acapulco

Book before Dec 15th and $ave!!
•^

Sell trips, earn cash, travel freell

Awesome Group Discounts

Bahamas
Florida

Packages from BWI starting at $52911

rWWW.BeqchLifeYQcqtlons.com

l .800.733 6347

mm tttlEiBlB flfcnH 11/4
Ryan A4>(TU

Bon Jovi • Coldplay - Live CO/DVD

BUFFALO WILD WINGS

Sharyl Crow • Fabolous • Peter Gabriel

- » GRILL & BAR *^

Warren Haynes • Toby Keith • Iggy Pop
Tenacious D - DVD • The Thrills
Triumph the Insult Comic Dog • Now 14

TOP SELLERS: Must • Ludacris • The Shins
Dave Matthews • Yellowcari" Kill Bill Soun.rrack • Switchfoot
Ml • Semerhini Corporate Joe Srrummer
WHAT A RECORD STORE SHOULD BE!
434-9999

Now Accepting FLEX!
!

IECK puT gift 4izztiN
:ent Wings
tent Lot

CD* • DVDs * morel

KROGER SHOPPING CTR

Listen Before
You Buy!
WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

1790-96 E. Market St.
Mon Sat 10-9. Sunday 12-6

TOi. Live EnterUMnirient
1007 South Main Harrisonburg. Va 22801

438-9790

MONDAY, NOV.

Moving forward
Lecture discusses the importance of
changing and promoting change
within the world.
see story below

m
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Student organization
Clubhouse opens
Student Organization
Services will hold an open
house Nov. 3 from 1 to 7 p.m in
Taylor Hall, room 205A, to celebrate the grand opening of the
Clubhouse. The aubhouse is a
new resource center for dubs
and organizations. Free food,
drinks and a tour of the
Clubhouse will be provided.

Potty Mouth accepts
staff applications
Potty Mouth, a newsletter published by a health
practicum class for display
in bathrooms on campus, is
accepting applications for
the Spring 2004 staff To
apply, contact the Office of
Health Promotion in the
University Health Center
or e-mail it to I aura Kee at
keelm by Nov. 10.

Diversity commission
solicits campus input
Two fora will be held by
the newly created Presidential
Commission for Diversity to
seek student input on how to
enhance the recruitment,
enrollment and retention of a
diverse student body.
The first forum, which
will focus on graduate
response, is Nov. 5 from 9
to 10:30 a.m. in Taylor Hall,
room 402.
The other forum, which
will focus on undergraduate response, is Nov. 6 from
2 to 3:30 p.m. in Taylor
Hall, room 305.
Speakers at the forum are
asked to share ideas that will
assist JMU in achieving a
diverse student body.
Suggestions also can be
sent to Michael Walsh,
chair oi the Admissions
Subcommittee, at wakhimi.
Faculty and staff member input also can be sent to
Daniel Wubah, special
assistant to the president
for diversity, at wubahda

Hike in speeding
ticket fines proposed
HARRISONBURG lUaily
News-Record) —
Mark
Obenshain, a Republican
Virginia Senate candidate,
proposed doubling the
fines for speeders who
exceed the limit by more
than 10 miles per hour
He proposed increasing the
fine from $5 to $10 for every
mph after a car is more than 10
mph over the speed limit
This
would
help
tourists feel more secure
on local roads, according
to Obenshain, who reasoned that safer highways
mean more tourists
Obenshain wants to give
additional funds raised by the
■p aiding tickets to fim and
rescue squads.

Poll shows U.S. voter divisions on Bush, economy
WASHINGTON, D.C. (The
Washington Post) — Two
yean ana a mrgtof national unity in the wake of the
terrorist attack! oi S'pt II.
2001, the United States one*
■"Rain is a 50-50 nation,
shaped by partisan dn W0M
as deep as ever that stand
between President George
W. Bush and reelection
The nation again is polarized over the performance of
•he president, according to a
new rVatUllgtMl P(isl-ABC
Poll.
Bush's
Republican supporh
him .is strune, and divisive
— a man of good character,
and moral convictions.
11
is Democratic detractors
OttaV* that, at home and
•'hn Md IK- is leading the county in tr* wrong direction.
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"The sisters put a lot of hard work into this week
to raise money for this cause."
MARIELLE GROSS

freshman
tMctory Mow

Residents return to survey fire damage
Fires damage
up to 20,000
acres in one day
BY DAVID EARLY. JOSH SUSONG
AND PATRICK MAY

Knight Ridder Tribune
Misty clouds swept up and over the blackened San Bernardino Mountains in California
Thursday, dampening the pine needles and
pushing soup-like fog across the winding mountain roads and finally slowing the old fire.
The fortunate change in the weather meant
only several hundred more acres burned
Thursday in a stubborn blaze that began last
week as a menace to foothill suburbs, and later
drove grizzled mountain residents from their
pine forest neighborhoods. At its height, the fire
niansd through 20,000 acres a day.
But, that divine dampness came too late
for the families that lived and played along
Hook Creek Road. There, late Tuesday, a
finger of consuming fire roared down a
deep canyon and up the other side. It overran more than 300 homes in the Hook
Creek and Cedar Glen neighborhoods,
leaving firefighters in awe.
"Imagine lighting a freight train on fire and
sending it down the tracks," said fire Captain
Dennis Cross. "That's what it looks like."
Dawn brought light to the destruction: rows
of chimneys like lone sentinels among the
charred tree trunks — terrible remnants of the
hems.-, that only stood there a day before.
"Mother Nature won this one," Cross said.
see FIRES, page 4

U HARD HAKTOG/7V ImAngeltt Vma
A firefighter near Lake Arrowhead, CaW„ tans away from the heat of one ot all fires that raged la the state. The lire was
aaapaaaed by a chance la weather only after roaring through 20,000 acres a day.

Delta Gamma's Anchor
Splash raises over $3,000
All proceeds to go to Service for Sight
BY CASSANDRA
VAEREWYCK

contributing writer

NATAIJYA I^PTtK7u,sr/A*.«n»Jirr
Scholar Lee Ward rhcuaooe the reasons students need to promote change ki the world last Wednesday In HMcreet House.

Scholar prepares
for changing world
Speaker says change is
'good, positive thing'
BY MIKE MUELLER

contributing writer
Showing the world is a vast
and ever-changing place, a
scholar lectured in Hillcrest
House last Wednesday. The
lecture, "10 Ways to Prepare
kn a World of Change," was
sponsored by the weekly
brown-bag lecture series.
"I'm a one-nun revolution."
Lee Ward said in his lecrun\
In order for students to
gain more from the experience
Ward encouraged
audience participation. He
first administered a quiz to
the BlldhnCI containing five
flUefUOftl regarding change
— all of which related to his
10 steps.
Wards list was filled with
.Miim.m sense ideas that
would make everyone a better
person, as well as help make
the world a better place.
"If you look, at all of the
Fortune 500 companies from
50 years ago, you'll see that
three-fourths of them no
longer exist." Ward said. "That
is what happens when companies don't change."
Ward's
speech
was
designed not just on hOH t"
adapt to change, but how
change is a good thing that
needs to be welcomed and
even encouraged.
Ward's advice was not

meant to be applied strictly to
the business side of life,
although he used several
business analogies. Change is
meant for everything in life
and should be a good, positive thing — something that
will make the world a better
place, he said.
Ward discussed a student protest that happened
at JMU about 10 years ago
— a protest over the lack of
chicken nuggets at PC
Dukes. This was an example of people fighting for
the wrong kind of change.
Ward said. If these students
had taken that energy and
applied it to a more worthwhile task, they could have
accomplished something
great, he added.
While there were mixed
reviews by those who attended the lecture, most found it to
be informative
"It made me think more
about issues on campus." freshman Allison Craigue said.
Freshman Becky Martine?
said, "It was informational
and empowering — a real
eyt opener."
The brown-bag lactun
series is designed to give students an extra opportunity for
intellectual involvement on a
wide range of subjects They
are open to all students and
are held every Wednesday.

Raising over $3,000 for
Service for Sight, Delta
Gamma sorority's annual fund
raiser was a success, according
to senior Meredith Massie,
director of Anchor Splash.
The event. Anchor Splash,
was a week-long fund-raising drive that included pool
games, penny wars and the
culminating Mr. and Ms.
Anchor Splash contest.
The penny wars alone
raised over $400, according
to
Massie. Penny wars
occured on the commons,
when people placed coins in
jars that represent the various
sororitys and fraternitys. A
penny gives the group a
point, and silver coins take
away points equal to the
value of th.it coin.
All the pnxxvds went to
the sontrity's philanthropy.
Service for Sight. "[Service for
Sight] gives fellowships and
loans to Delta Gamma members internationally that are
visually impaired, or to those
which are pursuing a career in
sight services," Massie said.
Junior Amy Godshall
said, "The Service for Sight
Foundation also gives monev
k) schools, institutions and
research facilities for the
blind and visually impaired."
IX1 started hosting Anchor
Splash shortly after the sorori-

ty was chartered at JMU.
"Chapters all over the nation
participate in Anchor Splash,
and we are very excited to
hold a splash hen' at JMU,"
Massie said.
Students find the philanthropy event important, not
only for Service for Sight, but
the [MU community as well.
"Anchor Splash is .i rv.illv
important event for the (MU
campus and community," sophomore Kelly logue said. "It is
the perfect way to get the Greek
community unified and fraternities ami sontrit.es involved.
Anchor Splash promotes goixi
JMU spirit, but, most importantly, the money we raise gees back
to those in need."
Senior Jenny Logan of
I Vita Mb Delta sorority
agreed. "Anchor Splash brings
all the Creeks together in a
-pint of competition,"
she said. "Everyone cheers on
evervonr else .ind it shows a
different aspect of Greek life to
JMU — thai we an1 all really
sisit.iv. ,„u| brothers."
In the Mr. and Ms. Anchor

spUsh Ptownti aach fratari>r BOIOrily had one representative member compete
in categories such as best
legs, best costume, best lipsync and an interview portion The audience voted on
jack-o'-l,intern carved by
each group as well. The winners tor Mr and Ms. Anchor
Splash were Ms. Delta Delta
TII(\

Data
senior
Lauren
( aataUano and Mr. Delta Chi
junior Jon McNamara.
"I have been doing Anchor
Splash tor three ve.irs. and this
is my final year, but this year is
by far the biggest yet," senior
Cassie Pack said. "We are really lucky that all the organizations came out in full force for
this \ try important cause."
PPaanmafl Marielle Gross
said, "Anchor Splash is a good
bonding experience, and the
sisters put a k)t of hard work
into this week to raise money
for this cause."
Tne event was held at a different time this year. "This is the
first time we have done Anchor
Splash on Pan-nt's Weekend,"
Godshall said. "We wanted to
>;i\ i p.m-nts the opportunity to
see the Greek system at its best.
Many parents do not get the
chance to participate in or
appreciate the C.nvk organi/ation in which their sons or
daqahknan involved."
Hill and Pat O'Brien, parents of junior Jen O'Brien,
came out to support the event.
"We are so proud of Jen and
her sorority for all the good
work they do and what they
stand for. It's good to see them
getting so involved (at JMUJ,"
Bill O'Brien said.
The sorority and fraternity
that had the most points overall for the entire week were
Delta I viu Delta and Delta
Chi, according to Massie.

A spooky swim

CHRIS I AH/.!)A/voier rh.W(q*rr
Students float on Inner tubas In the University Recreation pool Oct. 31 watching "The
Ring" aa part of '.JREC'a Olve-ln movie event. Thle was a '"ellneea Passport event.
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FIRES: California
recovering from blazes
I IRI S
hi i.i-irm Sm I Hap County,
firv acws still wtft trying to contnil die mocmoui Cedar fia*

nwndn i dm .HUT Novak) flatfighter Steve Riickcr pnttwd in
the flames in the tinv a immunity
of Wynola just north of the Intone mining town of luli.in Ai
the weather shifted. bringfnff
overcast skies and rain in some

awas, faflgfrkn wpptmed \m
frantic in their effort* But, thea'
was cause for deep concern.
Fire Om worried about the
continuing threat of the Cedar fia'
mending with the smaller, but
equally fickle. Paradise blaze.
Both fia* had come within two
miles i>f each other by Thursday,
appnvaching the fishing community of Like f ienshav\'.
"The change in weather is
kind of decemm; Mid Matt
Streck, spoke-man for the
California lA'partment of Fire.
"We get the rams, but with the
rain- COOM the winds."
ThfCC thousand miles
away, Gov-elect Arnold
Schwarzenegger cut short his
meetings in the nation's capital and headed back to
California for a firsthand
tour of the conflagrationthat have complicated his
campaign promise of closing
the state's $8 billion deficit.
Though he pledged not to
raise taxes during the recall
campaign, Schwarzenegger
would not rule out a tax
increase to pay for firefighting costs that could approach
$100 milliop.
At a San Bernardino press
conference Thursday evening,
Schwarzenegger said that during
his Washington meetings he had
urged as much a-lief as rxmible
from the federal Fmergencv
Management Agency to rvbuild
\-ictims' homes. He also praised
fia' crews' efforts.
"I
have
tremendous
respect for the firefighters
working day and night,'' said
Schwarzenegger, standing in
front of dozens of California
Department of Forestry firefighters. "1 have played

heroes, but these firefighters
are the true heroes. I admire
... what it takes to risk your
life to save another — that's
extraordinary."
By Thursday night, the 10
tires had exhausted 12,772 fire
fighters battling (lames over
728,816 acres -- an area larger
than the land mass of Rhode
Island. More than 2,600 homes
have been destroyed, and 20
people have lost their lives.
Thursday, fin? crews wore
black armbands to honor Rucker,
the first firefighter killed battling
the blazes that have ravaged
Southern California since the
Santa Ana winds began blowing
through the parched hills last
week. Parts of San Diego, San
Bernardino and Ventura counties
still an? engulfed in flames that
some say may take weeks to
extinguish fully.
The descent of a thick
o\ernight blanket of fog
Thursday took some of the
terrifying power out of part
of the rampaging wildfires
that threatened resort towns
such as Big Bear. But, residents had a new worry:
human predators.
Looters reportedly hit a number of homes in the resort where
n-suients have been evacuated
during the surging wildfires.
Shenft's deputies arrested four
people. Traffic ships led to several
other arrests of individuals with
outstanding felony warrants.
More than 100 deputies are
on patrol in the 25-mile stretch
fmm Big Bear to Crestline
At another small, but busy
town — Hesperia — 30 miles
northeast of Lake Arrowhead,
had a mandatory evacuation that
turned the place into a dour, albeit
busy locus, of activity.
There were cars snaking
fmm the filling station, and
the nearby freeways were
jammed with pilgrims pouring into town. In buildings at
the county fairgrounds in
nearby Victorville, 300 pets,
which had been separated
from their owners gathered
forlornly at the fairgrounds.

Trie gym floorof the kxal high
school was littered with 223 people sleeping on carts. They wen?
only part of the more than 2JJO0
people displaced by the fires in
the tri-city area of Hesperia,
Apple Way and Victorville.
"People up tliere suggested
we bail," said a tearful Rain
Sturgeon, 35, about a hamlet
called Aquafria, where she'd
just bought a house two weeks
ago. "We drove up Highway 18,
went around a comer and saw
red wall of flames. We turned
around and grabbed our dog,
our cat and my three kids and
one day's worth of clothes and
got out of there."
A Hesperia radio station —
AM 960 — had become the
organizing voice of the community as broadcasts wen' directing folks where to donate blankets carpets, clothing and socks.
A call also was put out for toys
for children and even pumpkins
for the kids who would not celebrate Halloween Friday
Across the Cajon Pass, the
gap that splits the towering San
Gabriel Mountains from the San
Bernardinos, evacuation orders
in the Grand Prix fire area were
beginning to lift. The residents
of Lytle Creek were among the
first mountain residents to go
back to their homes. Most found
the buildings still standing.
Gov. Gray Davis spent the
morning visiting injured firefighters at the University of California
San Diego Healthcare Center, then
surveyed the fire-ravaged areas
aboard a Blackhawk Helicopter.
At a press conference
Thursday with the U.S.
Department of Homeland
Security, the California
Department of Forestry
and Fire Protection and the
state's Office of Emergency
Services, Davis lauded the
cooperation among local,
state and federal emergency workers.
He also thanked neighboring states and Canada for sending firefighters to combat the
wildfires that already have consumed an area twice the size of
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Jan Jackson, left, and Junior Emily Jackson peruse the selection at the Fall
Bulb Sale held Saturday In the Edith J. Carrier Arboretum. The sale featured
the most popular selections from Brent and Becky's Bulbs In Gloucester.

"You can get all A's and still
flunk life." - Walker Percy
(Jet experience.
Write for News.
xS-6699
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BAND: Group looking for more members
BAND, from p*ge 1

nnnpartisan organization,
which seeks to bring awareness
to American foreign policy
and anti-American serin
mt-nts, is working with
OrnngoBand to present discussions about the involvement of the United States in
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
"Since both organizations
have similar goals to inform
and sp.irk ilulc>e.uc, it made
sense to collaborate efforts to
increase resources and rv.ich
out to a greater public," said

senior Kevin Melton, AID'S
vice president of events.
One of the events scheduled
with AID for the next two
weeks will be showing a video
entitled "Why U.S.?" which
will discuss why the Arab
world has such strong feelings
against the United States.
The What Color is Your Class
group also is working with
OrnngeBand to promote discussion about diversity at JMU.
Members of WCIYC believe
that the lack of minorities prevents the fulfillment of JMU's

mission to help students
become educated and enlightened citizens. The group will
hold forums with OrangeBand
to promote discussion about
affirmative action and the
enrollment process at JMU.
Hour JMU seniors started
the OrangeBand Initiative in
February to encourage discussion about the war in Iraq.
The group currently has a
staff of 12 and around 280
members on its mailing list,
according to Degner.
While OrangeBand focuses

(in issues of diversity, health
care and Middle Eastern conflict this semester, three new
issues will be selected and
addressed next semester.
Membeis of OrangeBand
also hope to spread the organi
zation toother universities next
semester, according to Degner.
OrangeBand also is trying to
determine whether to become a
nonprofit or I student organ iZation through )MU, and will
make its final decision next
semester, according to Degner.
A forum to ditCUM

OrangeBand and its issues
tentatively is scheduled for
Nov. 14 To find out more
about OrangeBand and Its
<-vents, visit its Web -He at

ngebtttuLort,
lor
organizations
to
become involved, e-mail
staff&oran^i'hn':

"The amount of things going
on in the world around as today
is i.wrwhelming," I antiwar
said. "But it's crucial for us, as
i itiA'ns, tube involved and paying attention, no matter what
the subject matter."
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HOUSING:
Fair informs
students
HOUSING, from page 1

the rent, according to several
property managers.
"They can come furnished;
they just need to let us know,"
Amlachersaid.
For those who don't want to
live in an apartment, houses an'
an option as well. Kline Realty
and Castle Properties have houses available

-66

RUNNER: Inmate
participates in race
RUNNER, from page 1

magazine, which is how
Deupree said he heard
about the race in order to
contact Coleman.
According to his letter
to Coleman, Deupree said
he runs in honor of hU Mter, Gloria Uewis, who died
of breast cancer in 1991,
and his friend and running
coach. Dr. George Sheehan.
Sheehan, the former medical editor of Runner's
World, died from prostate
cancer in November 1993.
According to a Sept. 22,
2002, article published
about Deupree in the St.
Petersburg (Fla.) Times,
when Deupree is in solitary
confinement, he runs in his
6- by 9-foot cell.
After being in and out of
jail for most of his adult life
for nonviolent crimes,
Deupree was arrested Jan.
11, 1990, for robbing a
Florida National Bank in
Clearwater, Fla., and was

Susan G.
Komen
Breast Caner
Foundation
tribui

■

sentenced to 30 years after
taking $2,000 and forgetting his gun, according to
the
Indiana
native.
Deupree will be free to run
his first race outside of
prison confinements in
2019. He will be 83.
Deupree, 67, trains by
running 50 miles a week
and has proxy run over 60
5-Ks and marathon races
since 1994.

ARCHER: Teammates
remember Wheatcroft
ARCHER, from ftage 1

spring, Holben said.
quiet and really modest; even
Wheatcroft's
former
his girlfriend didn't know all roommate Caleb Heller ('03)
his accomplishments."
said, "He was an all sports
Bowker agreed. "He was kind of guy."
humble," she said. "He won
Wheatcroft also enjoved 80s
so many awards and he never Dturil. especially songs by the
bragged about it. Instead, he Tafia band. Heller said.
would help people with their
Since he was the current
equipment, their shooting and national
champion
in
even |in| outside practice he archery, Ryder said he
would help people with their retired the trophy and gave
personal problems "
it to Wheatcroft's parents
While known for his He said he is donating a
archery skills, Wheatcroft was plaque for next year's comaccomplished in other areas.
petition, and it will be
He
was
named
an called the Adam Wheatcroft
Academic All American for award. Wheatcroft's parents
two years by the National will present the award to
Archery Association, accord- the winner, he added.
ing to Ryder. He had to be in
Eighteen current JMU
the top 25 percent of the com- archers and alumni went to
petitors and have over a 3.0 the funeral in Waterlord.
grade-point average.
Mich., last weekend.
Wheatcroft was a member
"Adam's parents really
of the Student Athlete appreciated the team show
Advisory Counsel.
ing up," Ryder said. "His
He also enjoyed bowling parents said that ]ML'
and got his first 300 game last archery was the most

important thing in his life."
The team members wore
their warm-up tops to the
wake and the Wheatcroft
family liked the idea so much
they asked the team to wear
its warm-ups to the funeral as
well, Ryder said.
Wheatcmft was diagnosed
with brain cancer in May and
underwent 14 munds of brain
radiation and surgery to
remove the tumors, according
to an Oct. 30 article in Tfie
Oakland
(Mich.)
Press.
However, m early October, the
doctors discovered the cancer
spn'ad to his spine, according
to theartiik'.
In
lieu
of flowers,
Wheatcroft's family asks that
donations be made to JMU
archery. Checks can be sent to
the JMU Foundation at MSC
2801, JMU Duke Club, James
Madison
University,
Marnsonburg, Va. 22801,
with "archery" written in the
memo section of the check.

They want more freedom
and more space that
houses provide.
— Glenn Loucks
Castle Properly manager

-99 —
"We tend to cater to people
who want to live in older
homes, who want a yard, who
want pets," said Glenn Ixmcks,
Castle Property manager.
"They want more freedom and
more spaa' that houses provide. We have about 80 houses
left. Whenever they make the
de, ision, they should come in.
First come, first serve."
In addition to all the off-campus housing choices. Off
Campus Life promoted on-campus living. The Office of
Residence life had a table set up
with information as well.
This was the first time that the
Off Campas Housing fair was
held in Transitions, and the fair
was held earlier this year than
last year to give students more
time to complete applications.
Kim Price, Pheasant Run
Townhomes manager, said, "I
think it's a more positive time
period for the housing fair."

Earn money. Write for The Breeze
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If members of the VFF don't want to see these
magazines, I have a very simple solution for
them — don't shop at stores that sell them.
JOHNALEX GOLDEN

junior
•McohKM, below

■ Breeze Reader's View

OPINION

First Amendment under
attack in Harrisonburg
JohnalexGolden
Why is it that the city of
Harrisonburg has become
ground zero in a war against
First Amendment rights?
Last week, in an article titled
'Too Hot for Harrisonburg," in
the Oct. 24 issue of the Daily
News-Record, I was shocked to
read about the Valley Family
Forum's plan to petition the city
council of Harrisonburg to prohibit the sale of certain magazines within the city limits.
The reason? These magazines were considered "sexually
oriented" and shouldn't be
within the reach of children.
But, the magazines in question aren't the kind vou would
find at Hole in the Wall or
Pamela's Secret. The VFF wants
to ban Cosmopolitan, Marie Claire,
FHM, Rolling Stow, Guitar Weekly
and others you might find at the
local CVS or Sheetz.
Now, I fully agree that no 8year-old in Harrisonburg needs
to be reading a column on
tantric sex in Cosmo, or reading
the latest misogynistic joke
within the covers of FHM, but is
the only solution to ban the
magazines from the city? Stores
marketing these magazines
already tend to put them on the
higher shelves of the racks,
away from children's reach, and
for the more risque' periodicals
there are "modesty coveis."
Magazine publishers have a
right to market these items, and
stores have a right to sell them.
If members of the VFF don't
want to see these magazines, I
have a very simple solution for
them — don't shop at stores that
sell them. I think they will find
their business is not missed.
Two magazines that the VFF
singled out were gay and lesbian publications — The
Advocate, a gay and lesbian
news magazine featuring coverage of important issues, and
Girlfriends, a magazine on "lesbian culture, politics and entertainment," according to its Web
site (http:/Avww.gfriends.com).
These magazines are not
pom by any means of the word.
They are not even sexually oriented any more so than the latest edition of Newsweek or Time.
'. . tcrring to Vie Advocate and
Girlfriends, VFF member Kim
Sandum was quoted in the DNR as saying, "Those |magazines)
I find more offensive than the
others" because they attempt to
"normalize homosexuality."
Well. God forbid that hap-

pen. We cannot have homosexuals being treated the same as heterosexuals. That would make
gays and lesbians ... equal?
The VFF claims that sexually
oriented materials such as the
magazines they singled out lead
to increased violence against
women since they portray
w-omen as sexual objects, especially in the eyes of impressionable children. Quite frankly, I
think that if your son or daughter's entire childhood is ruined
by seeing the word "sex" on the
front of a magazine, that's not
the fault of retailers — that's
your failure as a parent
The next time any of you are
at Sheetz, take a look at what
you do find on the bottom shelf
of magazine racks — there are
enough hunting magazines to
make Ted Nugent squirm. I
don't see the VFF complaining
about the increased gun violence
that magazines such as these
have the potential to cause.
1 only wish that the banning
of magazines was the worst of
the attacks against the First
Amendment in Harrisonburg.
Cindy Hunter, a professor at
|MU, took the brunt of a much
more violent attack when a sign
on her poich protesting the war
against Iraq was set on fire. The
blaze spread into her house and
nearly burned it to the ground,
causing $50,000 to $60,000 worth
of damage, according to the Oct.
21 issue of the DN-R.
There are a lot of adjectives
that can describe an attack like
this — disgraceful, cowardly
and even sickening. But, 1 think
one phrase describes it perfectly
— un-American.
There is nothing patriotic
about causing physical harm to
the private property of an individual with whom you disagree. Every resident of this city
has the right to his or her opinion, and the right to express his
or her opinion as they see fit, but
the rights of the arsonist ended
at Hunter's front door. No
American should have to suffer
and have his or her life throat
ened just for disliking a war
At the last Student
Government Association meeting, a bill was presented to condemn this dismal act and to support the family — a family of
valuable members of the JMU
community. One would think
showing this kind of support
would be a no-brainer. Acts of
*v ATTACKS, page 7

HOUSE

... students coming from wealthier families have access to private tutors and
preparation classes that students without
similar financial resources do not have.
M*

houM editorial, below

EDITORIAL

Diversity, affirmative action must move past race
Students and administration officials
are beginning discussions about the
topic of diversity at JMU. The most common form of diversity enhancing programs in this country commonly is
referred to as "affirmative action."
Such programs historically have been
race-based, but the socioeconomic realities
of the 21st century call for a more enlightened policy. Affirmative action programs
should be based on income, not r.n I
A study conducted by Century
Foundation members Anthony Camevale
and Stephen Rose, titled "Socioeconomic
Status, Race/Ethnicity and Sele.tue
College Admissions," was published in
March and presented some startling facts
about cqllcgc admissions
The study found that 74 percent ot
students at selective colleges are from the
top 25 percent of families on the socioeconomic scale. In contrast, only 3 percent
of students are from the bottom 25 percent of the socioeconomic scale and onlv
10 percent were from the bottom half.
The U.S. Census Bureau released
reports in September concerning income
.li-mlmtion and poverty in the United
States last year. The figures show that
changing affirmative action to reflect
income — rather than race — would not
have a dramatic effect on minority
enrollment in colleges.
The Census Bureau reported lh.it about
12 percent of Americans live in poverty
Racially, that breaks down to about 10 percent of whiles, 24 percent ol blacks. 10 per-

cent of Asians, and 22 percent of Hispanics
living below the poverty line. Poverty is
determined by the number of people in the
household, but, for a four-person nuclear
tamily, the poverty line is $18,244.
A two-parent family in which both
parent- nvoivc minimum wage would
earn about $21,500 before taxes. Looking
at income brackets of $25,000 or less, the
racial breakdown does not change dramatically compared ID the racial background of those living in poverty.
About 29 percent of all Americans earn
l.-~ than $25,000 a year. Racially, about 27
percent of whites, 44 percent of blacks, 22
percent ot Asians, and 36 percent of
Hispanicsliveon less than $25,000 .i \,-,ir
Why should colleges switch from
a race-based to an income-based system for admissions preferences? What
are the advantages'
I ir-t this society, tor the most part, no
longer is segregated. It has been 40 years
since Martin I uther King Jr. declared that
it was his dream that his children would
live to be judged "not by the color ol their
skin, but by the content of their character."
Vet, today, we frame diversity debates in
terms of race. This is not progress.
Second, educational oppottunWi
a reflection ot economic realm.- Bin I ■
locality's education budget largely is
determined by property taxes, wealthy
area- u ill have more money to ■Bend on
textbixiks .computers and buildings than
poorer ana- In addition, students coming tmm wealthier families have access

to private tutors and preparation classes
that students without similar financial
resources do not have.
Third, America's mythic status as a
land of opportunity depends on the reality of personal advancement. When this
nation began, a college degree — or, simply, a large amount of formal schooling —
may not have been necessary for success.
In the 21 st century, however, many jobs
require college degrees Even auto
mechanics or construction workers would
benefit from schooling beyond the high
school level in order to run a business.
Our economy largely is controlled by
those with information and specialized
services. College degrees are the keys to
the jobs that manage an increasingly
technocratic society.
Making affirmative actions programs
income-based rather than race-based will
ensure that our society does not develop
a rigid class-based meritocracy of wealth
and privilege. An annual influx of students from lower-income backgrounds
can act as a rejuvenating source of energy
and real-world perspective that increasingly is absent from college campuses.
Income-based programs would not
harm racial minorities since, unfortunately, the census figures show large
percentages of minorities concentrated
in lower income brackets Instead of
closing the door of opportunity,
income-based programs would open
the door to students whose one failing
is that they were bom poor.
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Pate..

Dart...

A 'thanks-tor -pretending -in it -to noli, e
pat to all the professors who don't say anything when I fail in my efforts to keep from
blanking out in class.
From a student who is trying to figure out the
nature of her sleeping disorder and wonders what
everyone ebe's excuse is.

Dart...
A "the-right-size-lids-would-be-nice"
dart to a campus eatery that has to-go cups
for hot drinks, but no lids to put onto them.
From a sophomore who almost burnt
herself on her hoi chocolate on her way back
to her dorm across campus.

Pat...
A "how-were-all-those-people-hangingfrom-the<eiling" pat to the blood-slinging,
i hainsaw -wielding kids behind the face
Cint and strobe lights at Hellbox Way to
ve the most intense haunted house ever.
From girls who squealed like newboms and
clung toany warm, non-blood-soaked body m the
dark and loved every second of it.

A "go-back-to-driver's-ed" dart to all the
idiots who can't tell which light goes to
their lane at the Port Republic Road Mun
Street intersection.
From an up/nlled vwor who think- that if you
laufully can't get through an intersection, uou
shouldn't bealltnml todrtoe

Pat...
A "thanks-for-making-Duke-Hall-a-littlehotter" pat to the ami ail 11mlive Sawhill
Gallery worker whose artistic looks are far
more exquisite than the art inside.
From a junior girl who finds your linUmtlo
jaw line and Oldenburg glasses more intriguing
Hum art nouveau.

Dart...
An "l-don't-c.in-it you-were-drunk-I'mstill-mad" dart to the drunk kleptomania.
who stole my dead hermit crab and it-. age
and then got credit for it in a photo in the
Oct. 27 issue of The Breeze.
From a heartbroken junior uno was MMM
totttl the right time to bury her beloved pet and
now has only memories.
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"Chunky Monkey
because US fun to say."

"Macaroni and
cheese — the
cheesier the better."

Scott Ashley

Dena Kubich

freshman, accounting

senior, health sciences

"Raspberry daiquiri
because it's my
favorite mixed drink."

campus
SPOTLIGHT
KYRA PAPAFIL/Hnfef plut,,,nr*rr
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"Beer because it
would attract a lot
of college students."

Denise Machonis

Steve Weber

senior, finance

senior, finance

"^ If you could create a Kline's flavor, what would it be? *%"
ATTACKS: Citizens ■ Breeze Reader's View
should defend liberties Vegetarian demands answer for practices
NicoleBarbano

ATTACKS, from page 6

causing the meeting to come to
an immediate end.
I find it sad that we have
come to the point that sneaky
procedural tactics are used to
squash a motion that did nothing more than show support
for a family that has lost nearly
everything. It doesn't matter
what Hunter's opinion was of
the war in Iraq, and supporting
her is not supporting the antiwar movement. Supporting
her means only showing compassion toward an outstanding
member of our close-knit community at JMU
Why have these attacks on
our Hrst Amendment rights hit
our front door in Harrisonburg?
Attempts at limiting free speech
are nothing new. Perhaps Sept
11,2001, gave us a wake-up call
and made us think that sacrificing our First Amendment rights
would give us some sort of
fleeting security
However, as Benjamin
Franklin once said, "They
that can give up essential liberty to obtain a little temporary safety deserve neither
liberty nor safety."

terrorism like this arson are
nothing short of sickening,
and, as the self-described
"voice of the student body," I
had hoped that the Senate
would pass this bill and
show that we support our
own in times of crisis.
Instead, a senator from my
own college spoke out against
ii. >.illin« it a political issue and
insisting that it failed the "litmus test" of whether or not this
bill directly serves the student
body An interesting choice of
tests, since, Just recently, the
SGA passed a resolution thanking former members of the
Board of Visitors for their service, including Mark Obenshain,
the catalyst of the removal of
the emergency contraceptive
pill from the University Health
Center. How did that resolution
directly affect students?
According to an article in
the Oct 30 issue of 77K- Breeze,
the motion to support Hunter
and her family originally
passed, and by a wide margin.
Quorum was called, however,
and it was "determined there
were not a sufficient number of
lohrulex Gotten is a junior
people present to pass the bill," political science major.

I have had enough. I am outraged and I demand a change. I
want to know why people seem
to be afraid of the word "vegetarian" and the lifestyle that is
associated with it.
Whenever I tell someone 1
choose not to eat meat, it usually elicits a response along the
lines of, "Oh, but don't you
like meat?" or some form of a
funny look as if I have just said
that I have three heads. People,
it is time to open your eyes and
realize just what you are supporting each time you bite into
one of those "juicy" burgers or
"tasty" turkey sandwiches.
In case you didn't know,
Harrisonburg could be considered the "Turkey Capital of
the World." We have numerous slaughterhouses where
thousands of animals are
killed each day.
Have you seen the turkey
trucks driving around? After
seeing something like that. I
would think it enough for
anyone to swear off eating
meat ... and that only is what
happens to the turkeys.
1 want an answer to why this
kind of behavior is sanctioned
as OK. Last time I checked my

sense of humanity, it was not
OK to slaughter mercilessly animals as if they didn't have eyes,
hearts or the ability to feel pain
just as keenly as we do
If this is not convincing
enough, might I suggest taking a trip down Route 42 one
day? On this road, you will
find a few factories and plants
of all different kinds.
One of them is where the
turkey trucks stop in order to
make sun? all of the birds on the
truck are dead. They go about
doing this by pulling into a corridor of fans — all out in the
open air for all to see, mind you
— and once they're inside, they
turn on these fans. Basically,
what this dues is suffocate each
bird on that cramped, caged
truck so that they all die a pretty terrible death.
Sometimes, the birds sit
for a while after the fans are
off, so that those who happen
to live can enjoy the company
of their dead buddies in a
cramped cage for just a little
longer until they too end up
in your sandwich.
Pull around to the entrance
to this fantastic place and you
will find, in addition to the
feathers blowing all over, that

sitting outside are the workers
who help run this place and
keep it open day after day. Out
of the 20 or so people whom I
saw sitting outside the other
day, just about all of them
were immigrant workers.
Sure, get them to do the
dirty work for us so we can
continue on in our ways in
ignorant bliss. The whole
process of making food from
animals is corrupt This || jual
wrong everyone.
If the act of eating meat is
acceptable, wh.it maJcM .i
turkey different Imm a parrot
or a dove? What makes a cow
.iinvrvnt from a cat?
Why does our culture eat
pigs with no second thought at
all, but would be disgusted at
the thought of eating a dog? It
doesn't make sense — they all
are animals capable of raalbdna
and being aware of the world
around them. They feel pain.
If you still are not convinced, at least read up more on
what exactly you are puffing in
your body and the business
you are choosing to support
every time you eat meat ft MM
easy to go on in your ways
when you don't have to see
what really happens behind the

scenes. Ignorance is bliss and,
in this instance, it is so true simply because if you really knew
what went on. you would not
feel so blissful anymore.
If you still choose to eat
inc.it. at least look into organic options. This is another
word that I find creates a
strange response as if "organic" meant "death " It is quite
the opposite, and, by supporting organic farmers, you
support a system that treats
animals humanely while they
are alive on the farms.
I htM farmers don't shove
their animals into crates for
the rest of their lives like
most factory farms do.
Rather, they let the animals
live their lives and perform
the normal functions such as
glazing, grooming and being
social that all animals enjoy.
I wish that someone from
the other side of the issue
could prove me wrong.
Justify this insane cruelty
and exploitation of not only
the animals but the workers as
well, and I will stop. Until
then, I am going to be mad
and let the world hear about it.
Nicole Barbano is a sophomore
English major.

Once you get it off your chest, maybe then you can deal with the chip on your shoulder.
breezeopinion@hotmail.com orbteezedp@hotmail.com
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HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
1

Today's Birthday (Nov. 3). If you have a choice between love and money thi« year, choose love. The
money angle is unstable. Your intuition should be OK on most other things, however. You and your
true love can weather anv storm.

Aries March 21 -April 19

II

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

mg

Today is a 5 - Pressures are mounting for
you to get your financial affairs in order.
JJ^ Unfortunately, this is not a good time to
delegate or to travel.

^BB/

Taurus April 20-May 20

Today is a 5 - If at first you don't succeed,
give it another try, and another, and
another. The odds are good that you'll
have to go through this process.

fifo:

I Today is a 9 - True love can find a way
through the most difficult situations.
Investigate a loved one's hunch even if it
might be too expensive.

tty have to take their advice on financial

matters, though. Use your own judgment.

Gemini May 21-June 21
Today is a 5 - You don't have to reveal
► everything you know. Continue to do
what you promised you'd do, and keep
private matters secret

JKJ

Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is a 9 - Your current romantic situation
i looks better in some ways, worse in others.
You have a strong link with a partner, but
your work could keep you apart.

Leo July 23-Aug. 22

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19
_^^, Today is an 8 - You may have to figure out
M> what you can do without. Planning ahead
XJPQ makes this less of a shock. Draw up a
simplified list.

Virgo Aug. 23-S«pt. 22

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20

j^fk Today is a 5 - Your patience and persever™f ance pay off, as you receive a wonderful
I^V gift In order to avoid jealousies, don't
brag about what you've been given.

—aw
Today is a 9 - You don't have to go along
ft T|| with a strong leader if you suspect someyp tiling is wrung. Speak up. It might |ust be a
simple mistake. Your insights are valuable.
—Tribune Media Services

Solutions to Last Issue's Puzzle

Ki.mi.i-: of the Day
I have two legs.
_ but they only
Touch the ground
when I am at rest.
What am I?
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ACROSS
1 Return to liquid
5 Venomous
snake
10 Air out
14 Mrs. Chaplin
15 Parts of eyes
16 Melville's
"Typee" sequel
17 Is left hanging
20 Objective
21 Cries of
surprise
22 Flew in place
23 Playground
game
26 Divested
27 Sci-fi craft
28 Stagger
30 Hound sound
33 With 45A,
goes all out
37 Colander
39 Fashion
designer
Cassini
40 Skimpy skirts
42 Downpour
43 Knocks dead
45 See 33A
47 Hip dude
48 Prompted

12

13

"

SI

1

"

50 Charged atom
51 McKellen of
"The Lord of
the Rings"
52 In working
order
57 Nameless
scoundrel
61 BPOE
member
62 Steinbeck
novel,
"Cannery "
63 Snubs
66 Target of
Retin-A
67 Kindled again
68 Blunted blade
69 Explorer
Heyerdahl
70 Idyllic places
71 Sunset
direction
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E^ Today is a 5 - Your lazy days are over. You
j^m_ finally get to take action, but perhaps not
|^W in the way you thought. Something at
home needs to be tossed out, cleaned up
or heard. Now is the time.

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18

Today is an 8 - A difference of opinion
leads to changes at home or with family.
First, do your best to tell the truth as you
see it. Then, compromise

I

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

«. -\ Today is a 6 - You're more into action than
BV talk, and you don't in! much about
^T^J consequences. It wouldn't be such a bad
idea to carefully consider the options,
though. Slow down.

^ mM_
^/4jH
'MM
>SsVSw

20

|
33

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

^fcl Today is an 8 - Friends offer consolation
^Bfi and the nurturing you need. You don't

*
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DOWN
1 Aggregate
2 Comic Mandel
3 Inner self
4 Had been
5 Omelet tidbit
6 Dispatch boat
7 Fellows
8 Maine seaport
9 On the beach
10 Pledged
11 Kuwaiti ruler
12 _ of the
above
13 Skater
Eldredge

18 Nobs
19 Atrocities
24 Broad in the
beam
25 Windward
Islands nation
29 Lindros of
the NHL
30 Yogi or
Smokey

31 Zealous

36 Intuitive
feeling
38 Teheran
resident
41 Frying pans
44 Oodles
46 Has a job
49 Up in the air
51 Word with
tube or circle
53 Russian
revolutionary
54 Feel one's
way
55 Garden
waterers
56 Nestling noise
57 Sports
section fig.
58 Sound of pain
59 River of
Tuscany
60 Newspaper
page
64 Grand _
Opry
65 Just out

32 Yearnings
33 Anjou cousin
34 Cinder
ending?
35 Straight up

E
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Saturday-Sunday
i 2:00-4:00""
1068 N Lois Lane
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JMU alumni return to old stomping grounds,
receive jobs on campus
Story by contributing writer Nataliya Laptik • Photos by senior photographer Cheryl Lock • Graphics by art director Jessica Taylor
[ ■ or many graduates, graduation day
JL
is the last chance thai they will
have to take part in daily life at JMU. Other
than Homecoming weekend, it would seem
most alumni leave JMU for good once they
receive their diploma. There are a select
few, however, who decide that they are not
through with JMU yet, and choose to continue their career* here.
One of the reasons that some people
choose to work at JMU after graduation is
because of the faculty and staff's dedication
to the growth and development of the students, according to J. Stacy Edwards, director
of the Center ui Multicultural/ International
Student Services. Edwards majored in communication and graduated from JMU in 1992.
In 1995, he also received his master's degree
from JMU in student personnel administration After working at Georgia Perimeter
College for four years, he returned to JMU
three years ago and joined CMISS as associate director. As associate director, Edwards
deals with various international programs
and students from all over the world. "(The]
international population is stronger [at JMU]
now," he said "More is done toward international programs."
The international programs are not the
only things that have changed
Edwards graduated, however. Edwards said
that Harrisonburg "is growing by leaps and
bounds, and the city looks a lot different
than it did 10 years ago." Moreover, it is a
good place to raise a family in a safe environment, according to Edwards. To work for
JMU alter studying here "feels like (being)
back home," for Edwards. "JMU has
changed, but not toward the type of the
ition
toward diversity," he said.
The assistant director of CMISS, Christopher
Carter ('99), is another JMU alumnus. Carter
graduated from JMU with a degree in sociology, and finished his postgraduate work
at JMU in 2001 in student personnel
administration. He has been working
for CMES since July 2002.
One of the reasons Carter deo
ed to stay at his alma mater was
that "people at JMU were very,
very helpful," he said. "They
helped when 1 was (studying at
JMU), and I also wanted to help
students who study here." Now,
asaJMI
v is ''switching rolls Irom being a student to

it

being a students' mentor." According to
Carter, JMU has grown into a great institution
since his years as a student,

—66
My plans are to continue to serve
as an advocate for the needs and
concerns of students.
-J.Stacy Edwards
llumnus ('92)

-99Carter, who originally is from Gloucester,
would like "eventually to move back to the
Tidewater area wtth my wife and raise our family there." For the time, though, the students
keep Carter happy to be here. "JMU students
are some of the brightest around," he said.
"They are also very active and invested
on campus, which is great"
For some alumni, coming
back to JMU to work is amusing because of changes that
have been made on

Donna Harper ('77) was president of her
sorority while at JMU. One of the differences that Harper sees on campus is Greek
Row. When she was at school, all of the
Greek students lived in Eagle Hall. Harper
graduated from JMU with a degree in business education. In 1981, she got her master's
degree in student personnel services and, in
1986, she became the educational specialist
in Student Personnel Services. After graduation. Harper was asked to help manage the
process of opening the new Greek houses. "I
enjoyed ... working with students that I
decided to get my master's degree [to continue working with them)," Harper said.
Harper is now the executive assistant to the
president of JMU. "I feel an honor to make a
career [here]," Harper said.
Harper, who originally is from McLean, likes
living in Harriaonburg because she appreciates
the "calmness and friendliness [of the area)."
Harper expressed great excitement about the
students at JMU. She said they are "very helpful
and supportive to each other ... [They] work
very hard to be successful and (are) willing to
help their friends to be successful.
Renita Moore ('02) started her career at
JMU in 2003 as the admissions
counselor in the Office of
Admissions. She graduated
as a psychology major.
Moore used to be a president of Students for
Minority
Outreach. She

already had thought about staying at JMU,
as she applied for the admission counselor
position. "1 enjoyed my time here at JMU
and I wanted to share those experiences
with the prospective students," Moore said.
"It has been a great learning experience to go
from being a student... to actually becoming
an employee," Moore added. She said everyone has been very welcoming and warm,
helping her through the transitions.

—66JMU students are some of the
brightest around. They are also
very active and invested on
campus, which is great.
-Christopher Carter
alumnus I'•»)

-59
Staying at the same institution for a long
time may seem boring to some. But, JMU
"always has new challenges, whether there's
a different issue, a different group of students with new ideas or a new project that
we are trying to build," Harper said.
For many of these alumni, working with students is something they plan to continue doing
in the future. "My plans are to continue to serve
as an advocate for the needs and concerns of
students," Edwards said. He wants to assist the
university "to continue to work toward creating
an atmosphere that the JMU and local community can gain a better understanding and appreciation of diversity."
Harper said, "I do love what I'm doing now,
so I would like to continue
Carter's future task is to "encourage students to ... get to know
other people, talk about what's
going on in the wc
ly need to invest into their
community by getting to know what's going
on in this community," he said.
Edward*, the best part ol his
"to make a difference in somebody
for a moment. I like these m
they ... make me happy."
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■ Have you no shame?

"I always try to do something ridiculously stupid, yet silly enough to make people laugh at
me — or with— whichever comes first."

Srv LLZ

Performance movement
sweeping the nation hits
the'Burg via TDU.
see story below
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GABBY CRETZ

junior
sec story pat' 12

NATALIYA LAPTIK/uuff phuuitmpl*!
Students perform In No Shame Theatre, a new open mtc-type
variety hour, at Taylor Down Under Wednesdays at 10 p.m.

New outlet allows
art with 'No Shame'
BY ERIN LEE

staff writer

What's the shame in failing? An up-and-coming
weekly variety show is
attempting to make stage
(right a nonentity while bringing student and community
performers to the surface.
"Dare to (ail" is the motto o(
the No Shame Theatre in
Taylor Down Under every
Wednesday night at 10 p.m.
No Shame Theatre was
(ounded in Iowa City. Iowa,
and since has been formed in
13 other cities across the country, including Harrisonburg,
according to www.110shame.or2.
Established in 1986 by Todd
Ristau and Stan Ruth, the
underlying concept of No
Shame Theatre was to give
emerging artists the opportunity
to exhibit their talents in an
informal, anxiety-free setting.
The first performance was given
in the bed of a pickup truck in a
theatre parking lot the Web site
states. Since then, the popularity
of No Shame has spread to
Charleston. SC, Charlottesville,
Austin, Texas, and Los Angeles,
according to the Web site.
The establishment of No
Shame Theatre in Harrisonburg
is the result of the combined
efforts of three |MU students.
Sophomore Vail Thach
heard about No Shame
Theatre in her theatre class and
decided to try it out in
Harrisonburg. Her duties as
the stage manager for the
Harrisonburg branch of No
Shame Theatre include signing
up acts and signaling to artists
when they are to perform.
No Shame Theatre offers a
refreshingly unique approach
to performing, when compared
with TDU's Open Mic Night.
"NoShame (Theatre) is different from Open Mic Night
because it requires more creativity. Because |each act) has
to be original and because of
the fact that |each perform
ance is) only five minutes, (the
acts) need to stand out, and
(each performance) has to be
unique," Thach said
Junior
Trent
Grey
Westbrook, now the producer of No Shame Theatre in
Harrisonburg, also was
involved in deciding to bring
the theatre to Harrisonburg.
Westbrook started perform
ing at the No Shame Theatre
located m Charlottesville, which
inspired him to find No Shame
Theatre a home in I lanisonburg
"We have such a strong
musical and theatre department [at JMU). but we don't
have a creative outlet that
GL-ople can easily access,"
/estbrook said.
"This (No Shame Theatre)
provides a forum where they
(students and community
members) can try out am thing
they want without having the
feeling of failing," he added.
The opening night of No
Shame Theatre was Oct. 15
■I TDU. Any type of performance
is
welcome
onstage, such as poetry.

song, magic tricks, story
readings and monologues.
However, there are a few
rules that performers must
follow. The act must be under
five minutes, it must be original and it cannot break any
federal laws.
In order to perform, potential artists must sign up 30 minutes before the show begins
and fill out a form that asks for
each performer's name and the
name of his or her act, according to Westbrook.
Nine acts were performed
Wednesday, including poetry
and story reading, singing and
monologues.
Freshman Heather Fleming,
who is in charge of the lights
for No Shame Theatre, read a
story she wrote. "It is about
taking a stand no matter
what," she said. She has per
formed all three nights since
No Shame Theatre opened in
Harrisonburg, and has been a
little nervous because she has
gone first each time, she said.

-64
I liked being able to
see what other people
came up with.
— JohnKriebel
llamuinburg resident

-99
junior Philip Bowling
sang a song he recently wrote
and played his guitar. "The
song is about my inadequacy
in light of God's grace," he
said. Bowling said he was
nervous because he had not
performed for an audience
since high school, although
he has been singing and playing for six years.
Bowling enjoyed the
other acts as well. "I enjoy
when the actors incorporate
humor into their skit because
I like to laugh''
John Kriebel, a resident of
Harrisonburg, read
two
poems he wrote. His poem,
entitled "A Blah Elementary
Kid," was written from experience, he said.
"It is about being a kid and
trying to be nice to the new
kid in school when he ends
up latching onto you and
being your shadow, and you
basically try to get rid of
him," Kriebel said.
Kriebel heard about No
Shame Theatre from his
friend, Thach. "1 liked being
able to see what other people came up with," he said.
Kreibel said he would come
back and perform again.
The No Shame Theatre
Web site offers the "No Shame
I irst Aid Kit," which includes
original pieces submitted to be
performed at No Shame
Theatres only, as well as information about other theatres
around the country.

CHRIS LABZDA/nwor pfuHogruphtr
At part of the Parent's Weekend entertainment, a pops concert was held In the Convocation Center Saturday night.

No parental warning
Parent's Weekend entertainment keeps feet tapping
BY SARAH MANLEY

contributing writer
Parent's Weekend tradition continued this year as JMU families invaded
town for the assortment of activities
planned on their behalf, including
food, fun and entertainment.
The weekend began with the
Leahy concert at Wilson Hall
Auditorium Friday night. The soldout crowd tunedin to a performance
by the energetic contemporary Celtic
band from Canada.
The Godwin Field Festival
Saturday provided parents with a la
carte barbecue before the football
game. It also served as an information session for parents who had
questions about JMU.
Bridgeforth
Stadium
was
packed with students and parents
for the football game, which gave
parents a chance to bond with
their children while the Dukes
won, 39-27, over the University of
Rhode Island in front of a sold-oul
crowd of 12,500.
The Pops Concert Saturday night
featured various musical ensembles
from JMU. "The talent is amazing,"
JMU President Lin wood Rose said.
"I can't help but tell you how exciting
it is to be a part of [the concert|."
Rose introduced the concert by

recognizing the several wins that
JMU sports teams experienced
Saturday, including those made by
the men's and women's soccer teams
and the football team. He also recognized the Marching Royal Dukes as
"the team that never loses."
The JMU Symphony Orchestra
started off the evening under the rosy
lights of the Convocation Center with
two soft, melodic songs — the second, "Resolution," was composed by
JMU professor Chuck Dotas. For the
second and third songs, the symphony was joined by a guest soloist, professor David Pope, who played the
saxophone with ease.
"They did a terrific job," said
Robert McCashin, conductor of the
JMU Symphony Orchestra. "I couldn't have asked for a better performance. Soloist David Pope is a remarkable musician."
The JMU Chorale performed
next. Susan Reid invited the audience to join the choir in ringing
"Battle I lymn of the Republic "
"My favorite part of the evening
was hearing the JMU Chorale," junior I.ydia Oppe said. "1 used to be
involved in chorus in middle school
and hearing them tonight made me
want to sing again
see PARENTS, t*gt 12

AMY PATTER SOKIutiff photo<ruph*r
Senior Charmalne Wlngfleld performs with the
Contemporary Gospel Singers Saturday afternoon In Wilson Hall during Parent's Weekend.

Falling in love not 'beneath' album

BY ASHLEY LUSK
staff writer

"Beneath These Fireworks,"
the sixth album from seasoned
artist Matt Nathanson, is a colorful display of lyrical talent
that leaves listeners feeling
like they just got their own
sparkler to wave around on
the Fourth of )uly.
Fans of John Mayer,
Justincase and Jason Mraz will
find Nathanson's crooning
appealing. Nathanson — who
was making music while
Mayer was still Oxycleanmg
his pimples — has a made his
own clash of soulful heartbreak lyrics and guitar riffs.
His Web site, www.mattnathanson.com, proclaims these

to be "confessional" songs.
Nathanson's 12-rrack release
is peppered with bitter, lovelorn
lyrics that don't always match
up with the more rock-like
instnimcntals that reverberate
thnxighout the compact disc.
The record has several
(.itchy songs, sin h ,i^ 'Ben!."
in which Nathanson questions, "If I bent like you said
was best/would that change a
thing?" The full extent of
Nathanson's tired-of-love attitude is found in "Weight of it
All," when he sings "Show me
where the sun comes through
the sky/I'll show you where
the rain gets in."
"Sing Me Sweet" is about
— for once — Nathanson's

artists. Nathanson's lyrics are
attractive enough to pull in
several celebrated musicians to
play the instruments for
"Beneath These Fireworks,"
nu hiding Fiona Apple and Tori
Amos'
drummer
Matt
Chamberlain, and Lifehouse
bassist Sergio Andrade.
Sadly, Nathanson's tragically peppy songs haven't hit the
mainstream circuit, and the
only play time he seems to be
setting is in the background of
tin.ling happiness in love and the music world.
Several of his songs have
easily is the best song on the
iniire CD. It is the only song on appeared as background music
the record where he is happv on the hit WB shows "Smallville,"
about being in love, as "Iwrwood" and "Dawson's
Creek.'' Music Television even
opposed to the rest of the CD.
The one unfortunate aspect gave the San Francisco-based
of "Beneath These Fireworks" arbsl a little coverage on an recent
is that all the songs seem to episode of "Road Rules."
However, his biggest break is
have the same basic rhythms
on the recently released
and melodies.
According to his Web site. "American Wedding" soundNathanson has a crowd- track in which he covers "Laid,"
pleasing live show and has a song by pop band James
Nathanson's release is radio
"good-naturedly"
stolen
audiences "out from under . . worthy, with solid lyrics and a
penchant
for musical edginess.
heavy hitters" like Mayer,
For those looking to hear what
Howie Day and Custer.
Nathanson is gaining a Nathanson is all about, hit up
strong base of fans on his climb the request lines at JMU's stuup the charts, including other dent-run radio station, WXJM.
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PARENTS: Show
pride in student
arts, perfomances
hUUtNTS.fionpigt ll
The pace of the evening quicki-n.il when the |MUJ.w KrNfnble
negan with the familiar song
"Little Hrrovn Jug." under the
direction o( Uitis.
The Marching Royal Dukes,
under the direction of Pat
Rooney. were the last to pertorm, but continued to hold
the crowd's btfetraat .iccording
to senior Megan Hyland.
Many parents in the audience
came to the concert to see a son
or daughter perform
"Parent's Wvkend his always
been a positive escrimoV s.iid
Bruce Ker, a parent of a JMU senior "I always enjoy the Pops

Concert. I've come for the past
three years to see mv son in the
JMU Chorale."
Hyland said. "I always have a
great time during Parent's
Weekend. The Pops Concert was
a'ally great this year; I especially
loved seeing the Marching Royal
Dukes perform — their dedication to the school is inspiring."
The weekend also included
events such as academic receptions, climbing sessions at the
UREC climbing wall, the
I dith J. Carrier Arboretum
bulb sale and many more
activities that allowed parents
to get .i t.iste ol their son or
daughter's life at |MU.

NATAIJYA LAPTlK/iluir phMigfiiphrr
Leahy, a Canadian Cattle music group comprised of eight brothers and sisters, performs before
a sold-out audience at Wilson Hall Auditorium Friday night. The Leahy concert was one of a
variety of music performances held on campus In celebration of Parent's Weekend.

Creativity, nostalgia abound in costumes
Best- and worst- dressed impersonators dress for cheap thrills, laughs Oct. 31
BY RBBECCA BAINES

contributing writer
from doctors' .tnii priests
to Playboy Bunnies and call
girls, costumes ol any imaginable person or iharacter pa lad i'ii ail over Harnsonburg
Friday. On campus, in apartments, at restaurants and
even in classrooms, students
ol i'verv age wore outfits to
celebrate the occasion,
"I've never missed a year
dressing up," junior Gabby
( ret/ laid " I his is your
chance to make ,1 fool of
voursell and get away with
it. Who would pass up such
an opportunity?"
\losi itudents agreed that
anyone who stepped out of
ins or her door I rid.n probably could tell that even college students never .ire too
old to celebrate Hallow een.
"It's just a fun way to W
something you're not for a
day or a weekend, senior

-6 6
I'm Indian and I
usually don'/ get to
wear a turban, so I
decided to go all out.
— Guarav Kapoor
senior

95
Shawn Sochaski Mid. "For
example, my friend and I
decided that we are going to
be each other for the night So
I put on ,i dress and went U a
girl. I thought it would be fun
DCCatlS€ I generally MC >;irK
get hit on a lot at parties."
There are. however, many
ObvkMtl differences between
how college students celebrate
Halloween now, and how

Halloween was celebrated make people laugh at me — or
when college students were with - whichever comes tirsl
children. For example, cosI love McDonald's anyway,
tume selection considerably so, this is my thank you to the
has changed over time.
food franchise," she said. "And,
"It seems to me that col- who can actually say they were
lege kids like to go with the Hamburglar?"
something either sexy or
There even were a few stufunny (on)," senior Dtcdtf drnls who still went as some of
Jacobs said. "But, when we their childhood favorites.
were little, we either went .is
"I decided to go as Hadji
something totally random — from Johnny Quest," senior
like Captain Planet or Punky Guarav Kapoor said. "I'm
Brewster — or we just wore Indian and I usually don't get
whatever our mom made us
to wear a turban, so I decided
"You amid always tell a kid to go all out."
whose mom dressed him,
However, the most popular
because he was usually dressed bvnd among student Halloween
.is .i pumpkin," she added.
costumes is group costumes, or
However, there are a few dressing up in theme with friends.
students who like to stick Students such as sophomore )cn
with classics for their u>s- Ramsey decided it was more fun
tume selection,
to dress up with a group.
"This year I went as the
"Three of my good friends
Hamburglar," Cretz said, refer- and 1 all dressed up as ganring to the McDonald's charac- grene, or 'Gang (.rein.' last
ter from the 1980S. "I always year," Ramsey said. "We wore
try to do something ridiculous- all-green apparel and thugged
ly stupid, yet silly enough to ourselVsN out as well so we

Gear up for the Cold!!.

really looked the part."

,

Elinor (ess Quinn said,
"It's nice to have a couple
other people there whose
costumes match yours I
went solo as a Twinkie last
year, so this year I wanted to
go in theme with all of my
roommates. We all dressed
as 'Clue' characters — I was
Miss Scarlet."
Whether they were individually dressed as a fast
food icon or decked-out in
costume with friends as
board game characters, students seem to agree that
having Halloween fun is
not limited to any age.
"I think people like to
dit ss im now even more than
they did when they were
younger," Jacobs said. "When
we were little, the only reason we put on costumes was
to get the candy, and now, it
•-rems more like a competition of who has the best ideas
and the most creativity."
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"We"re swimming a lot faster now
than we were this time last year."
NANCY BERCAW

women's swimming coach

MEN'S SOCCER

Dukes knock off No. 2 Monarchs, 3-2
Overton scores two goals, Totten 's game-winning shot gives ODU first loss of year
BY RYAN HUDSON

contributing writer

FIIJ- PIKITIVAm. P,urn.m
Tsxas Christian University
took on the Dukes Friday.

Dukes fall
toTCU
Men \s team loses
in final relay

In front of a near-capacity
crowd. JMU (2-3-2,8-6-2) upset
the No. 2-ranked Old
Dominion
University
Monarchs
Friday, 3-2.
Entering
the game,
ODU was
the only
undefeated
and untied
team in the NCAA this season.
The Monarchs had allowed just
three goals all season.
Despite JMU having chances

to score throughout rm«t of the
first half, it was ODU that firstmade its mark on the sOOHb ■ RI
In the 42nd minute, forward
Attila Vendegh sent a cross
through the box that was headed
home by forward Brian Cvilikas
to make the scon? 1-0 That load
would not last long, however.
Less than four minutes later,
JMU earned the equalizer off a
comer kick Freshman midfielder Kurt Morsink sent the ball in
to red-shirt senior defender Rob
Overton, who blasted the ball
into the net with 28 seconds left
in the first half
Overton carried that
momentum in the second period, scoring his second goal of

staff writer

46
We wanted to show the
freshmen how we do
things, and get the ball
rolling on this season.
—Aaron Nester
senior men's swimmer

55
"I think wr did great
tonight,'' senior Aaron Nester
said. "We wanted to show the
freshmen how we do things, and
get the ball rolling on this season.
This meet should semi a shockwave to our conference."
Nester, who won the 200-yard
breast stroke, had plenty of company on the first-place podium.
Senior Geoff Meyer set the tone
for the Dukes by winning the
1,000-yard freestyle, 200-yard
individual medley and the 500yard freesryk' events Senior Jeff
links ,\,is sictorious in both the
200-yard freestyle and the 200yarcj backstroke.
Sophomore David Craynot,
who Meyer said is swimming
faster now than at the end of last
season, set personal records for
himself on the way to winning the
50- and 100-yard freestyle events.
"Th< v pi ratBH every time
they swim,'' men's coach Malt
Barnay said. "I don't knowwhen it's going to stop; hopefully, it won't."
The women's team, whose
roster includes IK freshmen and
one senior, stayed competitive
thmughout the entire meet, and
finished the night string by winning the 2111-vanl freestyle relay
in nvoni lime of 1:17.87.
I reshmen Stefanie Cromarty
and Allison Keel, along with
junior C hnsline hl.ik and sophomore Mogul l.oucks, stole
TCU's spotlight in the meet's
tin.11 wsnl l'\ vs inning the 4x50
yard relay The relay victory was
the woman's only first-place finish of the night, and the foursome's lime smashed the previous pool record by ■ full Moond
"Wen- swimming a lot faster
now than we BHJBJ Hi time last
waj ' NOBBl'l COsril Nancy
Bercaw said. "We had a lot of girls
swim their best times ever, so,
wh.it more can you ask for?"
The men's and women's
teams each will begin oonfti
anoi tnnipi'tihon this Saturday,
When the College of William &
Man p.i>s ,i MSII to the Savage
Natatorium at I p.m. Saturday.

set VPSBT. page 14

111 I PllimvOrH Wh,
JMU defeated ODU, one of the nation's best teams, 3-2, Friday.

— FOOTBALL —

BY MATT BROWNLFE

The mill's and women's swim
teams hosted Texas Christian
University in the Dukes' home
opener Friday night at Savage
Natatorium. The women's team
Ml by a score of 1395^45, while
the men wen? dropped by the
Horned Frogs in the final relay,
eventually losing 127-116.
"Those (JMU) guys are tough;
both programs are [high] class,"
TCU coach Richard Sybesma
said. "They fought harder than
any team I've seen; they outperformed us tonight. Wfe are lucky
to get out of here with a win."
For the men's team, Friday's
meet was a dunce to showcase ib»
talent against I national powcrrtoCMB Hie Dukes took first place
in 10 of the 11 swimming events
on the night.

the night in the 50th minute
The goal again was the
mull v't a comer kick, as junior
midfielder Denny Fulk lofted a
corner kick into the 18-yard
line. Sophomore defender
Danny Sheridan flicked a header to Overton, who then used
Ins head to make it 2-1.
The Dukes extended their
lead in the 84Hi minute, making it 3-1 on freshman midfielder Mark Totten's goal. The goal
was assisted by sophomore forward Chris N'aquin. A nutmeg
of his defender in the box
allowed him todeln er .i pass to
Totten, who sidestepped

Strong run game pounds URI
Fenner runs
for 134 yards
BY BRAD RICHARDS

sports editor
Falling behind 14-0 at the outset of
Saturday's
game
against
the
University of Rhode Island was one
bump that JMU overcame in its 39-27
victory at Zane Showker Field at
Bridgefbrth Stadium.
The
Du kes|
trailed 21-20 at halfS.itiiul.u
time, but red-shirt
URI
sophomore
wide
receiver Tahir Hinds
said they were not
worried about the
outcome of the |
game at that point.
"The guys were pretty confident,"
Hinds said. "Everybody felt — I
could see in (heir eyes — that we
were going to win. Guys were uptempo about (the game]."
Coach Mickey Matthews said, "I
thought the fact that we had to overcome a 14-0 lead (was big]. I thought
it was the best our offense had
played because 1 thought our offense
was challenged."
The one-two punch of red-shirt
freshmen running backs Maurice
Fenner and Alvin Banks punished the
defense of Rhode Island, as they
rushed for 134 and 104 yards, respectively. Fenner reached the end zone
three times during the day, and Banks
scored one touchdown.
"1 thought (Banks and Fenner)
played fine," Matthews said. "I didn't
think they played great, but I think
they played solid. They are just growing up each Saturday."
Trie game changed leads six times —
the last being after Fenner completed a
53-yard drive to get his second touchdown at the 4:15 mark of the fourth

DRIV. W|LS(>N/.riii.v/ifc**ny*rr
Red*htrt freshman running back Maurice Fenner rushed for a game-high 134 yards and scored three touchdowns Saturday.

quarter, putting JMU ahead 32-27 on a
4-yard touchdown run.
Being down 14 points earlv, loiner
said it wasdiscouraging, but that the team
has to overcome the situation and adjust.
Fenner made adjustments on his
first touchdown of the day at the 12:43
mark of the second quarter Alter hitting the hole in a tirst-and-goal situa-

tion, Fenner dodged sevrr.il tack lent
and reached the end zone from 4 vards
out. His initial scon- bmught IMU back
within striking distance as the Rams
lead was cut to four points
"(Today] just felt good," lenner
Mid I MM [sophomore quarterback
|.i\ son t oofee] was doing what he had
to do and that got me [excited]. I had

to come in and step up."
A little over three minutes later.
Banks capped off a 45-yard drive by the
Dukes offense when he darted into the
end BOM Ibl •> J vard touchdown run,
putting JMU ahead 17-14
The Rams answered the score, as
see DUO, page 14

FIELD HOCKEY

Cahill's goal not enough to lift Dukes over No. 3 Terps
Two second-half goals by Terrapins erase first-half deficit
BY BRAD RI< HAKOS

BjBtWfS editor
Ked shirt freshman forward
i asey ( ahill scored an earlv
goal, but JMU Mill lost to tin \ i
itmg No. 3-Unlvertlt) of
Maryland Friday ni^ht. as tin
Dukes tell 2 I at home.
Cahill's
goal came as
Friday
the Dukes
were trying
Maryland
k) get .1 tinal
shot attempt
oft ,s lln'V
regained possession with
less than 20
seconds remaining on the dock
m the tot half.

HI KPtKlTOMr
JMU beat Virginia Commonwealth University Sunday, 3-2.

1 leshman midfielder Knllie
V, refold took the ball as the
clock continued to wind down
She find the hall toward the net,
where tahill gained control and
scored the game s hist goal —

tin- sole score for JMU
"(I was just thinking] stop
the ball,'" Versfeld <~m\.
"Fveryonc was shouting at me
because (the ball was rolling]."
From thaw, Veisfeld said her
main objective was to hit the
ball toward the net and see it
something could happen
riiegoal bv t. .illiII was disallowed initially, but eventually it
was ruled food tAer the nh

ees discussed the call.
( oach Irene Hor\ it said
she |tH the Dukes hustiated
the Terrapins m the flffj half
with their play, and that frustration led to opportunities tor
JMU, MM h as the one on which
Cahill capitalized.
" Kb me. [the goal| w*J . leai
.is da\
I lorvat said
I here
was only gold jerseys around
the ball and there WM detmitelv
a touch, so 1 don't know what
|the referees| were Irving to My
(the problem was|

JMU continued to match the
inhmsitv of the nationally ranked
Terrapins, but lost some of its
momentum when Maryland
Komd its tirstgo.il of the night.
It there was a moment that I
thought we were in tnmble, it
was at halftime," I lorvat said. "1
knew they wen' going to make a
i hange. and thev did. They had
the momentum at the first part
ot tlie second half, and we were
able to absorb that.
"They are a dangerous team
that ,M\ bust out at any time,"
HOT \ at said. "Our strength
tonight was our defense ... we
were able to turn them away."
JMU only could hold off
the high-powered Terrapins
lor so l*»ng At the 16:47 mark
ot the second half, forward
Anja lk»ettcher knocked in a
rebound oil a shot by back
I'aula Intante to lie the game

see JMU. page 14
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JMU:
Dukes
fall, 2-1
JMU, from jw^f I!

at one goal apiece.
Red-shirt
MIIU»T
midfielder
Dana
Weaver said thai she
believes the goal by
Boettcher did not take
anv momentum iway
from JMU.
"I think tonight's

guMwafdwbMtwc

played all season,"
Weaver said. "We just
kept our flow going."
She said that the
Dukes typically back
off in situations like
that but instead they
continued to attack
Maryland
After red-shirt
sophomore goalkeeper Lori Amico was
called for a penalty
because the ball was
lodged beneath her
pads, Maryland was
awarded a penaltv
shot at the 8:0" mark
of the second half
Infante lined up and
blasted a shot that
beat the sprawling
Amico to the right
side of the net for the
game-winning goal.
"It was a good
team effort," Hcrv.it
said. "I really thought
we had them at certain points. We had
our chances."
JMU had only one
comer on the night
compared to the 12 by
the Terrapins, who
also outshot the
Dukes, 14-6.
Amico was credited with seven saves
on the night as
Maryland goalkeeper
Tori Cano had one.
The Dukes defeated
Virginia
Commonwealth University, 3-2,
Sunday in overtime.
Amico made 11
saves in the victory.

SPORTS

Duo: Backs run rampant over Rams ^^WLMwai
DUO, from page 11

they came back down the field
and running back Calvin Poole
punched in a 5-yard touchdown
run of his own.
\nlher team scored during
the third quarter, hut the fourth
M a-- dominated by the Duki-. ,ithey added 19 points in the final
frame, compared to the six
scored by the Rams
One play that got the
Parent's Weekend crowd to
its feet came during the
fourth quarter when Cooke
tossed a fade route pass on
third-and-16.
The pass sailed in the direction of Hinds and red-shirt
sophomore wide receiver \i,
Tolley and almost was intercepted by a Rams defender. The ball
managed to find its way over
top of the Rhode Island defense
after being tipped, landing in
the hands of Hinds.
Hinds men turned up field
and took off down the sideline for
an 81-yard touchdown reception
that put |MU ahead, 26-21. The
Dukes failed on a two-point conversion following that score.
Hinds' touchdown reception was
the third longest in JMU history.
"The thing I kept saying
■Ad that [play] was that it
was a real bad throw," Cooke
said, "and we just made a
real good play."
Prior to Hinds' touchdown
catch with 17 seconds remaining in the first half freshman
place kicker David Rabil booted a career-long 48-yard field
goal to pull JMU within one
point of the Rams.

Improving
on
what
Matthews said the defame
hasn't done consistently this
year, the secondary was able
to come down with two inter
ceptions
off desperate
attempts by Rams quarter
back Jayson Davis.
"I thought our ncondan
played the ball better in the air
today than we have any time
tin- war," Matthews said.
The one thing Matthews
said that upset him was during the fourth quarter, when
Rhode Island was able to use
up 8:23 of the clock as it
marched 90 yards in 16 plays
to score on a 1-yard touchdown run by Davis.
Another bump that JMU
was aware it might ha\e |o
overcome was the possibilitv of
starting red-shirt junior quarterback Matt LeZotte being unable
to play in the game.
After the first set of downs
I.eZotte did not return because
of a quad contusion. Cooke got
the nod and stepped in to play
for the injured starter.
"I felt that [the coaches] prepared me well |for the game] "
Cooke said. "|LeZotte| let me
know early that he wasn't sure
if he was going to be able to go
Iplayj, and the coaches trusted
in me ... I felt real comfortable
coming into this game."
JMU improved to 5-4 overall
and 4-3 in the Atlantic 10
Conference with the victory. It
DREW WlLSON/j™<>rp*u«*!Hp*fr
will face off against the
University of New Hampshire Sophomore quarterback Jayion Cooke scramble, out of the pock*
Saturday in Durham, N.H., at during Saturday's A-10 win. Cooke took eveiy snap after the Dukes'
first series, when starter rerMhkt Junior Matt LeZotte left the game.
Cowell Stadium.

UPSET: JMU takes down national powerhouse
UPSET, from page 13

ODU goalie Samuel Cameron.
Less than five minutes later,
a JMU foul set up a free kick for
ODU, which was blasted into
the back of the net by Vandegh.
ODU nearly tied it with 23 seconds to play, when midfielder
Kevin Harris sent a header on
goal, but red-shirt freshman
goalkeeper Kevin Trapp made a

diving save, ensuring a victory
for the Dukes.
The win should go a long
way to helping the Dukes reach
the Colonial Athletic Association
tournament at seasons end,
according to coach Tom Martin
"Our kids played really hard
— just outworking them,"
Martin said. "It's just a matter of
hard work — it's a good sign

that this team can play with the
top teams |in the country)."
Martin was not very surprised
that two of the Dukes IfaraegrjaJl
came iis a result of comer kicks.
"We knew we would have
our chances," Martin said. "We
felt we could exploit them in
the air on dead balls."
Although they came into
the game undefeated, ODU

coach Alan Dawson knew
the Monarchs had a tough
schedule ahead.
"Those |CAA games] are all
possible games we could lose,"
Dawson said. "In the CAA. anyone can beat anybody."
JMU Irading scorer Morsink
said, "Our main focus is just to get
into the CAA tournament. This is
definitely a momentum builder."

Only 6
days left

Players
of the
7
W

F.

November 3-5,10-12

November 3-5
November 10-12

Taylor 405
Taylor 404

Mondays 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Tuesdays-Wednesdays 0 a.m. - 5 p.m.
$5 sitting fee for yearbook picture (underclassmen and seniors)
$ 15 for yearbook picture + cap/gown picture (seniors only!)

but yearbooks are free for everyone!
Cash and Checks accepted.
Questions? Call Gina at 568-6541
or email <jmu_bluestone@yahoo.com>
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Offensive Player of the Week
University of Massachusetts
quarterback Jeff Krohn completed 20 out of 28 passes for
227 yards and three touchdowns during the Minutemen's
comeback win over in-state
rival Northeastern University
Krohn's scoring strikes went
for 15, 49 and 46 yards,
respectively.
Defensive Players of the Week
Northeastern University
linebacker Liam Ezekial
recorded a season-high 17
tackles in the Huskies' 28-24
lots to UMass. The junior
tallied 10 unassisted stops
and snagged his second
interception of the season,
returning the pick 40 yards.
James Madison University
senior linebacker Dennard
Melton collected 10 tackles
(six unassisted), recovered a
fumble and registered a sack
in the Dukes' 39-27 over the
Rams of Rhode Island
University. Melton leads the
Atlantic 10 with 11 tackles
this season.
Rookie of the Week
Villanova University quarterback Marvin Burroughs
connected on 15 out of 19
passes in the Wildcats' 42-13
victory over the University of
Richmond. The freshman,
who was making his first collegiate start, amassed 245
yards through the air and five
touchdowns. His scoring
strikes were from 3, 6, 9, 13
and 49 yards.
Spec. Teams Player of the Week
University of Delaware
punt
returner
Sidney
Haugabrook returned a punt
80 yards for a touchdown in
the' Blue Hens' 24-21 comefrom-behind, overtime win
over the University of Maine.
The junior's touchdown,
which was the third longest
in the program's history,
came with 13:21 remaining in
the fourth quarter.
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to give your kids
something to laugh about!
THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE TO BET
YOUR YEARBOOK PICTURE TAKEN!!!
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
Feeling Cramped? Compare our
specious houses, dupititt and
apartments. Saa photos, pneaa
and currant availability for 20042005 at wmcmVcpeotMfty.com.
9eeto l A. Mabta January lit In
Squire Hill Townhome Great
roommate. Pet friendly community.
Perfect for transfer student. Call
4213083.
••a'reom AvaJlaMe - in 3
bedroom home on Devon Lane.
Available January let. Call
4214817.
OM

iavataTHeewM 1135 S. Main
St., 55 A and S. 75 W Fairview
adiaoant to Hamson St. Five 2 and
3 bedroom houses, all DSL wired,
2 have AC. Apertment 73A East
Market, 2 bedrooms, utilities
nciudad. Call 4330984 or

24M14T,
■edreen
Available
•
in
4 bedroom/4 bathroom apt
n Southvlaw. Available January
1st
Call
435-2108
or
(804)6473880
Elizabeth Street 5 bedrooms.
Porches,
hardwood
floors,
appliances. Call 568-3068.
Did you know that your
piirvnfs can get ■
subscription to

The Breeze?
V40 for third class mail
oi SKU lor firM cla»* mail.
vuu can receive a lull )cir of

The Breeze!
Call today to Uafl your
•surwnptiun! We accept VISA
atkl Master Card by phone or
yiw may mail in your payment
Call 568-6127 today!

1994 Paid ■aoart Par teat • $1,000
or beat offer. Call 433 0516.

Only $15 to run your
"For Sale" ad for the

194* VW II
9Mi . raos. many
new parts, best offer. Cafl 405-2277.

entire semester or
until your Item sells

Perrttam MMX - 200 MHi. 32M
RAM, 80 hard drive, 24X CD-ROM.
Windows 98. Office 97, HP
Desiyet 520. 2 HP 26 cartridges
$200 o.b.o. Call 612 2244 or
email doroajamia>>mu adu.

l wMchner comes first)!
Thi» jffct a ajaod now through
Dec 5 and only apples to
advertattng m the 7a S*k section
Ada mail be 20 words or km
Offci appeal u> inalvidusl iimv
only. Ratal MOM and hianrstes
do not oaalty for thM apftul ofler
AD aii are tub»i io
■MR M HHBea

saosaam condition, yeeow with black
trim, new tires, 9.000 miles.
negotiable. http.//cobjmu.edu/b**
Call 421-7243.
Metareyata Haiasat Shoei fun
coverage,
black,
excellent
condition Small carry bag. $100
0B0. Call 8302030

Donl maa out on that pea deal!

568-6127

• - Carbon fiber Giant
21 Speed Exoeaant condition, two
years old. $450. paid $1,100. Cgf
415*430 o- 1-80O2963465 ask
for Randy
and mere) Gift A Thrift. 227 N.
MainS.

For Sale Ml Shasta 21 spaed
bike. In very food condition, ndden
very little. Asking $100 1st $350
new). Call 249-2064

1999 Ford Maataag ! ui
hatchback, auto, excellent
condition. 61,000 miles, cruise,
premium sound, sunroof, alloy
wheels, beautiful car. $3050 Call
289*420

AandeOa Now wttfc fllg
lag • $75. BQuara neck Regal
Dobro with case. $275. 26 key
accordion with case. $175; o.b.o.
Call 43*4625

1993 Ford Explorer
good
condition, new tires $S.000/0bo.
Call
Mike.
4354369.

Hew Ski toots • Lowa Structure
Coaches Boots Ladies 4 pair.
Rossmgnoi 6-pair - Race one
Rosslngnol 4 pair soft; Daioello
SOS Vano 2 pair Dolomite Ice blue
titanium 2pm Call 568-8721
/"'■dnajmu.edu

1M7 Red Meete Carte ■ 2 dooT.
spoiler, eicellent condition. 04,300
miles, loaded, new tires. $3095.
Call 8300444.

HELP WANTED

1999 Ponjfce 944 ■ 94K mites, 5
spaed removable aunroof. new
Pirein tires, beautiful car msioa and
out. $5095 Call 540-740 8245

Attention JMU Students „ocai
district office seeking to piaca
friendly, positive people for
customer aales/servKe positions
Starting rate Is $9 35 base oar
preset
appointment.
No
experience needed ■ training
provided. Gain resume experience
• rule oorklng part time around
class schedule. Mow interviewing,
conditions apply All ages 16-. call
4381300.

lOotsjjr Very nloe car. run*
giea-l and
ana is v»
,91, :iaan AJH tafeSffi
care of. For price, call 289-/090.
Nlea 1994 Firebird- v6. dual
eihaust, AM/FM CD player, runs
and sounds great Call 289-7090

USA Spring Break • Cancun,
Bahamas. Acapulco. Jamaica &
more. Don't be fooled! Oo with
Quality and experience! 28 years In
business. Largest student tour
operator (Drvision of USA Student
Travel). Call toll free: 1877 460
6077 Now also hiring campus
reps Earn 2 free trips for 15
trawlers end $$

Do You Want to Write for the
Breeie?
The Breeze is looking for
writer* for News, Focus.
Sports. Sty>e. and Opinion.
Call 568-6127 for mom
information.

flSartacI iak
aHornl 110%
best prices! Cancun. Jamaica.
Acapulco, Bahamas. Florida. Book
now and racerve free parties and
maels. Campus reps wanted!
1-800234-700 7
wvm.erKfrWssumrnertcurs.com

I- $250
a day potential. Local positions
18002933985. ext 215.
Mat" Tatar for high school
algebre student. Close to campus
Call Vicky. 8202926
ire part time help,
flexible hours, no experience
needed.
Call
434-8800

A -ReaihV Spring Break. 2004
Only with $un*o<aah Tours. Lowest
prices, free meals and parties Two
free tubs for groups. 1800426-7710
www.sunspJasnfoufa.com

WW Pay Von to Lose Woatfit i loYt
10 lbs
m 4 waeksl Call
18007:14 6610.
: Earn up to $500 per
week aasemoling products at
home. No experience. Call for
Information. 1-965-646 1700
Dept. VA-4806

NOTICE
For more infonnattoa ami anntsmr
aasjBaajfji toeaaN | ffiaajcl |
bauaess opponumtiev contact the
Bettor Basiaeu Bureau. Inc
I409-U3-5501

Qaltar Lessens - Beginner to
intermediate, individual and group
rates. Can Greg 435-0385

Blggaat Spring Break Party!
Cruise with 100s of students on
the largest and wtideet atudeni
party cruise' Spend 5 days «> the
Bahamas from $2791 includes
most meals, free parties, port
taaaal tines Award wmmng company'
www. s^ringBreaM Travei.com Can
18006786306

1-800 64B 4849
www.ststravel.com
So Many Sertng Break Ciie—en - Book direct with the established
leader in Spring Break travel.
Better trips, better prices. Early
booking incentives Book now with
a small deposit 1-800-367-1252.
www «pnnsjt>n»a*o>nscf com
Jamaica! 7 nights f'om $459 •
taxi includes breakfasts, dinners
Guaranteed lowest prices and best
party schedule. *he only Spring
Break company recognised for
outstanding ethics! Visit the boat
Spring Break site on the web - view
100s of hotel videos and reviews
at www ScnngBreekTravel.com.
Call 18006786386

tl Spring Break Operate* Check
our web site for the best deals
www.vas5aoondtoura.com Cancun.
Acapulco. Bahamas. Jamaica, and
Flonda Group organu:ar» earn free
tups and cash. Can today!
18062732500

W'ffW
CONFIRMED FLIGHTS
FROMSWI

ten*/

$

CMKHMJ

OASIS

Aat New) Book 11 people, get
12th tnp free Group discounts for
6*. Call 1 800-838-8202 or
www spnnaBfeakdlscounij.com

ntSTSiMimaw

cum MM
__44M MSI
r

BjjBujBl

Buv a claimed ad and set
>our ad listed on the Web
for FREE!
www.thchrcczc org
Call 5e«-6l27 today!

ACAPUl

PLACEA
CLASSIFIED AD IN
IBB HRKE/.E!
WOO for first 10 word*
$2.00 each add'l la words
Blink ads are SIS/Inch
All rlllllMfll jdi must be
submitted in writing. You
may e-mail your ad to
the_brec7e@jmu.edu. Ads
mutt he paid in advance hy

eMb. check. VISA «
MasterCard. All ads are
subject to Brec/c approval.
Call 568-6127 today!

•kW and tariisl h* - SU ana
beach trips on sala nosrl Call
1800-SUNCHASE or go to
•MM* Soncnata com today!

PERSONALS
Bartender Trainees Needed $250
-'t ii i .ra posit one
1 800-293 3985
ext
613.
Adoption loving and stable
couple win provide a happy home
for your baby, filled with lots of love
and security. Expenses paid.
Please can Greg and Maureen
enytime at 1800 805 9703.
pat 9 00.
Looking fur a special w« to
\uy I love t ou, Io apologue,
or Io thank someone.
Place s «.■ Unified ad in
Tht Brrr;e'
Call 568-6127

1 800 234 7007

w*».thchr««.com

Want to write for The Breeze?
callx8-6i27

Yo*r wL h«r«

I SB].'* Wedding. Cent**
Formal Beaded Gowns
from Vietnam!
NEW Shipment Just In

fir««?« M«r^f?rhe;

f

9imm m

wmocm
a mm

Welcome Back Special
$25.00 for one tuxedo
FREE rental with 10 tuxedos
.SS
■
V;
"•St

•l»T»
FoimifoiMc

l^ijf-25?v

higher
test scores
guaranteed

LSAT
OMAT
ORE

Unbelievable beauty at an
unbeatable price, just s"8o.oo
One of a kind, Hand-Beaded Design

914 South High Street
Harrlsonburg, VA
540-454-1444
(white house with blue trim,
call for directions)

1
High Peak Sportswear,
your source for

MCAT
OAT
OAT

or your money back
Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all
scheduled tests, and do your homework. If your score doesn't
Improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic or a prior official
test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition" It'i that simple.

MCAT and LSAT prep
classes start In January
hare on campus at JMU!!

•To bo aMaJble tor tnis ottor you mutt be
•nroilad in Kaplan » lull classroom, tutoring,
or onlina couraas In addition, pou must
oraaaot a cofly o* your official scora raoort
and rosir courso materials w*nm 90 days.

World Laadar In Test Prep
and Admlsslorss

KAPLAN
1 800 KAP TEST
kaptest.com

www.hipeak.com
1.800.524.4739
JMU Ladles Distressed Circle Tee. Prints on a 100% cotton Washed Plum t-shirt in white ink.
Special prke good thru 10/29/03.
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But luxurious Pheasant Run
TownJhonies won't last long!

Front Door Parking, Bus Stop
Beautifully Landscaped Yards
Refrigerator with Ice Maker
Dishwasher, Microwave
Washer & Dryer
Patio or Deck

Pheasant Run Townhomes
321 Pheasant Run Circle
Open Monday to Friday
from 1 Oam to 5pm
(540) 801-0660
pheasant@pheasantrun.net

View a map to our location or take a virtual tour on

H©[L®®feOn.com

